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Fair Brings Fun and Games to Five Counties
MARY SANSONE

Copy Editor
Food, fun and festivities made
up this year's Five County Fair.
From Sept. 18 and Sept. 22, people
from Appomattox, Charlotte,
Buckingham, Cumberland and
Prince Edward County came out
to enjoy this annual event.
After paying the cover charge
to gain access to the fair, people
were able to buy tickets to enjoy
the rides if they so chose to do.
There were several rides to
enjoy, including everyone's old
favorite, the Ferris wheel.
Aside from the rides, there were
also several games available for
play. The wide variety of games
ranged from fishing to balloon
water races. Several men even
went up to test their strength
by swinging a large hammer in
hopes of launching a little ball
upward to ring a bell. For the
fairgoers who preferred more
leisurely entertainment, there
was also a game of Bingo going
on under a pavilion.
Throughout the fairgrounds,
the sweet smells of classic fair
foods could be inhaled. There
was popcorn, cotton candy,

funnel cakes and caramel apples.
Freshman
Hannah
Throckmorton described her
main reason for going to the Five
County Fair by saying, "I love
a good fair, and I love a good
caramel apple."
There were also many
attractions at the fair in the form
of contests. Local residents were
able to submit food, plants, arts
and crafts, and more to compete
for prizes.
In the food contests, people
submitted
jelly,
preserves,
cornbread, beans, cake, fudge,
cookies, meats and additional
fairground favorites.
"The giant piece of bacon
amazed me. I had never
seen bacon so big!" said
Throckmorton.
Competing in t h e arts and
crafts
department,
people
submitted arts and crafts such
as photos, drawings, wreaths,
painted rocks, wine bottle vases,
homemade quilts and jewelry.
Junior Rachel Cook commented
on the drawings people made,
saying, "Some of them were
really good and looked like they
were done by professionals."
The plants that were awarded
prizes included large sunflower

Rock the Block Brings
I Crowds to Landings
E ) DOWUNG, CHRISTINA CREECH

Longwood has many traditions
in the fall semester, and Rock the
Block is sort of the kick off of
it all. This year was especially
different, this being the 175th
year of Longwood, complete
with celebrations and giveaways.
This fifth annual Rock the Block
celebration took place on Sept.

lie Ferris Wheel was one of the several rides featured at the Five County Fair,

Htnnah Throckmorton

definitely looking at them. I
especially liked the cows; they
"were so cute!"
Throckmorton also enjoyed
admiring the animals. She said,
"The bunnies were adorable.
I also liked the cows, but they
were really big and kind of
scary."
Despite the rain storm on
Saturday, the Five County Fair
was full of fun for anybody who
went out.
"I never miss my county
fair
back
home,"
said
Throckmorton. "While this one
wasn't my home fair, it was still
a lot of fun. I'm glad my friends
and I went to it."

prizes during the annual fair.

Accidental Shooting Update:
From the Perspective of Jacob Richardson
News Editor
On Sunday, Sept. 15, Longwood University
student Jacob Richardson, 22, accidentally
discharged a firearm, causing a non-life
threatening leg wound to Longwood student
Kathleen Battle, 21.
According to a police report distributed
by the Farmville Police Department, the
act occurred around 8 p.m. and was later
described as an "accidental shooting."
Students, faculty, staff and community
members were alerted of the event by
police reports from the Farmville Police
Department, the Longwood University
Police
Department,
the
Longwood
University
website
homepage,
the
Longwood University Facebook and Twitter
pages, as well as the e2Campus alert system.
In an email interview, Richardson gave the
details on the happening. He stated that on
Sunday, Sept. 15, he arrived at Battle's home
at 504 High Street around 7:50 p.m. to pick
up a handgun that he left the previous night.
The handgun was a Springfield XD subcompact .40 caliber handgun.
Richardson noted that he left his truck
at another house and decided to leave the
handgun in Battle's room to avoid having it
stolen from his truck.
"Upon my arrival to Kathleen's house on
Sunday night, I realized that the handgun
was still loaded and that I should unload it
in order to make it safe," Richardson said.
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Features Editor, Asst. Features
Editor

stalks, watermelon, flowers,
potatoes, tomatoes, large corn
stalks, hay and more.
Animals could also be found
at the Five County Fair this year.
Some of these animals included
goats, chickens, roosters, rabbits,
sheep, dudes and cows. Most
of the animals were caged for
fairgoers to walk around and
look at, and some had ribbons in
front of them to signify that they
won in their category. If they
were not in their cages, though,
the animals could be found in
the showroom with their owners
and judges.
Cook said, "I love animals, so
my
favorite part of the fair was
ph0,
Fairgoers were able to play games and win a variety of ° >r "»»W Throckmorton
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Richardson described unloading the gun,
and stated, "Battle was standing close to
me."
Describing the process, Richardson said he
dropped the magazine out of the gun, then
grabbed the slide of the gun and pushed it
back in order to eject the bullet.
"As soon as I pushed the slide, the gun went
off in my hand. My hand was immediately
burnt by the explosion coming from the
barrel (referred to as powder burn), and
then I turned towards Kathleen and realized
that the bullet had struck her in the leg,"
Richardson said.
After the incident, Richardson stated that
he immediately called 911 and that as he did
so, "other people in the house began to put
compression on her leg."
According to a police report filed by the
Farmville Police Department, Battle was
transported to Centra Southside Community
Hospital before being transported to UVA
Medical Center with the non-life-threatening
injury.
While speaking on his relationship with
Battle, he said, "We have been friends since
our freshman year at Longwood. I would
consider her a very close friend as well
as everyone else that was at that house on
Sunday night."
Richardson stated that he has never been
previously charged with any criminal
offense of any sort, including misdemeanors
and felonies.
"I will also say that I have over 12 years of

experience when vising and handling guns,"
Richardson stated.
As reported from the Sept. 18 issue of The
Rotunda, Richardson was charged with
Reckless Handling of a Firearm and was
released pending a court appearance in
Prince Edward County General District
Court on Sept. 30 at 9 a.m.
Reckless Handling of a Firearm is classified
as a Class 1 misdemeanor, according to the
Virginia General Assembly Legislative
Information System website. The website
further details that the authorized
punishment for a Class 1 misdemeanor is
"confinement in jail for not more than 12
months and a fine of not more than $2,500,
either or both."
He added, "Almost any one that knows
me will confirm that I am responsible and
knowledgeable when it comes to all types
of firearms and firearm safety. There is such
[a] thing as an accidental discharge of a
weapon, and it is extremely unfortunate that
this happened."
Chief of Farmville Police Department Doug
Mooney commented on his knowledge of
Richardson, stating, "I can tell you I am
familiar with this student, and he seems like
a nice young man, a good student, and if s
unfortunate it happened."

See 'UPDATE REGARDING ACCIDENTAL SHOOTING', Pg. 3

Students sign up for the night's
raffle, which included an IPad.

20. Rock the Block is a different
kind of event; it brings together
the students of Longwood and
the local business community
in and around Farmville.
People are able to walk around
the Landings parking lots,
see all the different colors and
experience the many different
tables covered with free goodies.
Taking pictures at Rock the
Block has been a tradition, and
this year the Office of Public
Relations sponsored a photo
challenge. If you
took a photo or
video at Rock
the Block, you
could hashtag
#RTB2013 on
most
social
media sites and
enter for the
chance to win a
Longwood 175
T-shirt.
«**>
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See 'NEW CHANGES WITH
ROCK THE BLOCK', Pg. 10

Greenwood Library Makes
Strides in Technology
BECCA LUNDBERG

Editor-in-Chief
Longwood University
students can now check out
one of the 32 iPads available in
Janet D. Greenwood Library's
Multimedia
Lab.
While
Greenwood Library offered
two iPads in spring 2013,
Tammy Hines, the library's
head of collections and access
management, said students can
now check out iPads under a
new policy.
Regarding why she made the
recommendation that the library
make iPads available for checkout, Hines said, "We wanted
to expose students to the ...
technology that [they] will use
out in the workplace."
Hines explained that while
MacBooks are popular among
students,
iPads are now
commonly utilized in business
settings and are important for
students to learn how to useAccording to Hines, the library
purchased the iPads under
Apple's educational pricing
with lower gigabyte memory.
She said the library bought the
tablets with the library budget's
equipment trust money, which
often funds technology for the
library.
Upon turning on one of the
library's iPads, students must
choose their preferred language
and country or region and then
proceed to a short series of setup options. Students can sign
in with their Apple ID, create
a new ID or bypass this option
altogether.
The iPads include default
programs such as FaceTime,
Photo Booth, Newsstand, the
iTunes store and the App Store;
functions such as a calendar,
camera, contact list clock, maps,
video storage, notes, reminders,

settings, messages and mail;
and, of course, a music App.
Ken Vaidan, Greenwood
Library's multimedia specialist,
said he is currently updating
the 30 new tablets with iOS 7
software. He added that while
students can download and use
Apps on the iPad, all of the Apps
will be wiped clean from the
iPad upon its return.
The iPad Use Policy is viewable
on the Greenwood Library
website. Hines said students can
check out the tablets for 72 hours
like other multimedia.
Another change is the checkout process for multimedia,
including the iPads and other
electronics. Students must sign a
form claiming responsibility for
any damage of the multimedia
they check out.
Hines explained, "We've had
some issues in the past, so we
were trying to be proactive."
According to Hines, the main
point of die new check-out
procedure is to make sure that
both the library staff, which is
required to check the condition
of multimedia when students
return the items and when
students check out the items,
and the students checking out
technology take responsibility.
She said that "protecting both
parties is what we're trying to
do."
As for upcoming technology
purchases,
Hines
said
replacement items including
more projectors (as well as a mini
projector), updated camcorders
and cameras will be available at
the library soon.

See'NEW TECHNOLOGY IN GREENWOOD
LIBRARY', Pg. 3
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Longwood's Small Business Development
Center Presents Free Business Seminar
NIKKI CHAPPELLE

Asst. News Editor
According to the Longwood
University
Small
Business
Development Center (SBDC)
website, on Oct. 8 there will
be a free business seminar at
the Farmville-Pri: ce Edward
Community Libr
from 9 a.m.
to 12 p.m.
The business seminar is
designed for business owners
and representatives who are
interested in learning about
Federal Government Contracting
Programs, which could possibly
lead to Federal contracting
opportunities.
Business Analyst Kimberly
Ray, who works at Longwood
University's Small Business
Development Center, stated,
"This is the first time this seminar
has been presented in Farmville
by the Longwood SBDC. We
welcome any new or existing
businesses in the surrounding
area to attend."
Ray added, "The process

of becoming aware of federal
contract opportunities, meeting
the requirements and submitting
an actual bid for federal contracts
can be overwhelming for some
businesses."
"Many businesses are not
aware that they may have a
government-stated advantage for
federal contracts if the business
meets specific qualifications,"
Ray continued.
Joanne Tompkins, director
of the Crater Procurement
Assistance
Center
(PTAC),
has been invited to speak at
the seminar, according to the
Longwood SBDC website.
Ray said, "PTAC is a
government-funded '
agency
formed to assist businesses
with the process of pursuing
opportunities in the Federal,
State and Local Government
marketplace."
Tompkins will be giving
special attention and discussing
the
qualifications
and
advantages of four programs:
one being a program for small,

disadvantaged
businesses,
another
for
women-owned
businesses,
the
third
for
HUBZone
certification
for
businesses located in designated
areas and the last for servicedisabled and veteran-owned
businesses.
Ray said, "Longwood SBDC
is also offering QuickBooks for
Small Business Owners, and we
are partnering with Downtown
Farmville and the Chamber of
Commerce to offer a Business
Boot Camp."
According to the Business
Boot Camp (BBC) flyer, the
BBC is for people who have
dreamt about opening their own
business.
The boot camp costs $40 for
four nights and will include
information on starting your
own business and helping you
develop your own business plan
One can also compete for
grant monies, which will help
current entrepreneurs and future
businessmen open their own
business.

According to the QuickBooks
for Small Business Owners
flyer, Patrick deFur, a Certified
QuickBooks ProAdvisor will
come and teach guests about the
initial set-up and the number one
rated small business accounting
software. There will be two
informative hands-on training
sessions, with each session
costing $50.
The two sessions are located at
Longwood University in Hiner
Hall in room G16.
Session two is on Monday,
Oct. 14 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., and
session three is on Tuesday, Oct.
15 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
For more information about
the free business seminar or the
other two events Longwood that
SBDC will be holding, contact
Kimberly Ray at (434) 395-2752
or by email at raykw@longwood.
edu.
One can also contact Longwood
SBDC at (434) 395-2086 or go
visit their office on 315 West
Third Street.

LU Receives Defense Cyber Crime Center Recognition
LAWSON BABER

Contributor
Longwood University has
become the first institute in
Virginia to be designated a
National Center of Digital
Forensics Academic Excellence
(CDFAE) by the Defense Cyber
Crime Center (DC3).
According to a News Release
published on the Longwood
University website, Longwood
University is the first institute
of higher education in Virginia
and the third in the nation to
receive this honor. Longwood
is pursuing the advancement of
their Cyber Security Center with
avid enthusiasm.
The university is planning to
add courses to provide more
advanced training as well as
a new major, Cyber Forensics,

which is currently only offered
as a minor.
Director of the Longwood
Center for Cyber Security Dr.
Glenn Dardick said, "We are
hoping to implement that by
next year."
The university's recognition
as a CDFAE allows the school
to provide students with
knowledge in cyber forensics
which Dardick says will, "allow
them to pick up federal jobs
fairly easily & fairly readily."
Students are also able to
participate in internships with
the Federal Government's cyber
forensics program.
As reported in the News Release
printed on the Longwood
University website, "The initial
term of the CDFAE designation
is three years."
Cyber forensics is a constantly

growing field which is becoming
more and more relevant as
technology advances. Dardick
describes it as "a demand that
has out stripped the supply."
Digital forensics radically
changes month by month as
new technology is released or
introduced to the world. The
mission of Longwood's Cyber
Security Center is' to "help
increase the supply of potential
employees,"
according
to
Dardick.
The CDFAE was developed to
establish standards for educators
and researchers to advance the
discipline of digital forensics
and support the growing need
for cyber security.
Being recognized means that
an institution has demonstrated
coursework
which
covers
the learning objectives the

Department of Defense sets
forth.
Longwood University also
has a well-equipped lab where
students are able to become
familiar with various types of
forensic programs as well as
security type applications.
Dardick believes that "the
program we had in place is why
we were recognized."
Being recognized for digital
forensics means that the school
is able to provide these courses
to the students and gives
Longwood the visibility to bring
in more students and increase
enrollment in this program.
However as much as it means
to the institution, Dardick said
that ultimately this, "means
an awful lot to our students"
from an internship and job
opportunity standpoint.

SGA Announces Next Week's Special Segment on Parking and Transportation
senators and representatives, to begin the Senate's
Tuesday, Sept. 24 meeting.
Open forum commenced with a comment
Student Government Association (SGA) from Brandon Kelly, Virginia 21 representative,
President Haley Vest swore in the freshman class regarding student concerns about people using the
representatives, as well as several upperclassmen North Campus Lancer Park bus stops. Haley Socha,
Student Affairs representative, said that
issue is currently being addressed.
Executive Senator Adam Fletcher said
students have asked him about SGA
office hours.
Box 2901
Fletcher said while he told the students
Longwood University
there are no official office hours, it
Farmville, Va. 23909
would be beneficial for senators to
434.395.2120
advertise when they are in the SGA
office to hear students' concerns and
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Becca Lundberg
answer questions.
BUSINESS MANAGER Monica Newell
Senator ONeishea Edmonds
Mary Sansone
COPY EDITOR
suggested
that the SGA publish a
ASST. COPY EDITORS Kyriò Davenport
list
of
points
of contact for particular
Kristyn D'Angiolillo
positions.
She
said this would allow
Liz Greenwood
LAYOUT EDITOR
students
to
know
who to contact
ASST. LAYOUT EDITOR Rachel Faughnan
regarding
constitutions,
organizations,
Michelle GokJchain
NEWS EDITOR
etc.
Nikki Chappelle
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
Kelly said he is not aware of any
EJ Dowting
FEATURES EDITOR
amnesty
agreements between students
Christina Creech
ASST. FEATURES
and
the
Farmville Police Department
EDITOR
and
LUPD
if a student would like to
A&E EDITOR
Jessica Godart
take
their
friend
to the hospital without
ASST. A&E EDITOR
Lizzy Stapula
getting
in
trouble
for drinking. Vice
SPORTS EDITOR
Eric Hobeck
President
Steven
Sommer
said he is
OPINION EDITOR
Natalie Joseph
working
on
an
English
400
proposal
ASST. OPINION EDITOR Kelynn Keegan
regarding
that
topic
and
will
bring
it to
ONUNE EDITOR
Zelda Halterman
the
Senate.
ASST. ONUNE EDITOR Leah Pillow
Vest then began her presidential
EVENT COORDINATOR LeahUtz
charge.
She has heard positive feedback
PHOTO EDITOR
Mike Kropf
about the SGA's involvement fair booth.
ASST. PHOTO EDITOR Caleb Briggs
Almost 100 students signed up for
TurboVote, an online voter registration
Rotunda Co-Coordinators Victoria Walker
tool that SGA and Virginia 21 fund for
Carty Shaia
students, at the fair.
Vest challenged the SGA to ask their
professors
if they could take a few
FACULTY ADVISERS
Jeff Halliday
moments
out
of class to inform students
Mike Margen
about TurboVote.
Lauren Karidis
Socha then announced that graduate
students
and Lancer Park residents can
To Contact EdItor-ln-Chlef
now park in commuter spots on campus
rotundaedrtor@gmail.com
at 5:45 p.m. instead of 6 p.m. She said
that faculty parking lots cannot be
transitional parking lot for commuters
or other students as requested. She
added that there cannot be a Farmville
longwoodrotunda
Longwood Rotunda
Area Bus (FAB) stop at CampusWalk
BECCA LUNDBERG

Editor-in-Chief

Editorial Board
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Downtown Farmville Business
Programs to Launch in October
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Neivs Editor
Over the following nine
months, starting the month of
October, Farmville Downtown
Partnership
will
present
Business Boot Camp (BBC),
Business Plan Competition and
Pop Up Farmville Downtown.
The BBC program will present
four informative
sessions
regarding how to start up one's
own small business.
TheBusiness Plan Competition
will require the participants
to provide a business plan
that will be written during the
sessions. From here, they are
able to be a part of the Business
Plan Competition and Pop Up
Farmville Downtown.
A local review board will
judge the business plans, the
viability of the business plans
as well as the credit worthiness
of the business.
Afterwards, the chosen
businesses will occupy vacant
spaces within
Downtown
Farmville during the months
of April 2014 to June 2014 for
Pop Up Downtown Farmville.
During this time, the judges
will be able to View how
the businesses respond to
the population of Farmville,
residents and college students,
as well as major holidays.
Grant money will be given to
chosen successful businesses
through the competition by
popular vote.
BBC is a four night program
that will be hosted Oct. 2, Oct.
9, Oct. 16 and Oct. 23, each
occurring on a Wednesday.
Each session will be held at the
South Street Conference Center
at 124 N. Main Street from 5:30
p.m. to 9 p.m.
The
Small
Business
Development
Center
is
providing the presenters for
the sessions.
To register to attend the
program, one must pay a $40 fee
and contact Executive Director
of
Farmville
Downtown
Partnership, Helen Person at
(434) 392-3060. Registration
forms are available at the
Heartland Regional Visitor
Center at 121 East Third Street.
BBC is presented by the
Longwood Small Business
Development
Center;
the
Town of Farmville, Farmville
Downtown Partnership and
the Farmville Area Chamber of
Commerce.
The first session, on Oct. 2,
will introduce the program with
local information, necessary
traits for entrepreneurship
and how to develop a mission
statement and vision.
The second session, on Oct.
9, will identify the components
of a business plan, discuss
the various legal entities and
business structures, discuss
the concept of competitive
advantage
and
identify
research tools, techniques and
available resources.
The session will also allow
research for one's market. Local
insurance agents and attorneys
will serve in the panel discussion
during this session. ^ ^
The third sessioit^irhich is on

Oct. 16, will focus on developing
income and expense projections,
financial information needed to
operate a business, the pitfalls of
poor record keeping and useful
financial tools for running a small
business. Local accountants will
serve in the panel discussion
during this session.
The fourth session, on Oct. 23,
will focus on what one needs to
know about financing a business
through lending and developing
effective
relationships
with
financial
institutions.
Local
bankers will serve in the panel
discussion during this session.
BBC was inspired by the Pop Up
Marion event located in Marion,
Va., according to Person. Pop Up
Marion brings new businesses
to vacant areas in the district for
a short amount of time. These
businesses compete to be judged
and voted upon to receive certain
amounts of monetary prizes to
help start up the business.
Person stated that the
development for the BBC and
other programs have been in
effect for several months, starting
winter 2013. She stated that there
were thoughts for the BBC to
begin after Jan. 1, 2014 before
deciding in October 2013.
According to Person, L.
Rucker Snead, the chairman
of the Farmville Chamber of
Commerce, stated various times
at the community market group
that meets once a month that
there should be an informational
document to assist those
interested in starting up their
own small businesses.
Person and Farmville Town
Planner Cindy Morris discussed
the best way to create such an
informational document and
found the task to be infeasible.
Person said, "When we sat
down and started looking at it, it
was going to be huge, and it was
also going to be something that
would probably be outdated as
soon as it came off the press."
She further added, "If s not so
simple as people saying, 'you've
got to do this, and this and this.'
There are certain things every
business has to do. There are
some things that are going to
be specific to whatever industry
they're looking for."
Person hopes for the Business
Boot Camp, Business Plan
Competition and Pop Up
Farmville events to become
annual. She also hopes for
the BBC to become more
accommodating
to
specific
industries in the future, such as
food industries.
Praising the possible benefits
of the program, Person said, "It
will give them a little leg up into
what they need to do."
The Business Boot Camp is
sponsored by the U.S. Small
Business
Administration,
Farmville
Downtown
Partnership, the Virginia Small
Business Development Center,
the Town of Farmville, the
Farmville Area Chamber of
Commerce
and
Longwood
University.
For more information on this
and
future
entrepreneurial
programs hosted by the Farmville
Downtown Partnership, contact
Helen Person at (434) 392-3060.

on 315 West Third Street due to
traffic flow.
On behalf of the Student Finance
Committee (SFC), Treasurer Alex
Julian moved to allocate several
funds. The Senate approved the
motions to allocate $3,123.17 to
The Rotunda for the Associate
Collegiate Press/College Media
Association National College
Media Convention, $252 to
Conduct Board for new name
tags, $1,163.25 to the Blue Heat
Dance Team for cheer tops and
$2,515.60 to Phi Beta Lamdba
for the national fall leadership
conference.
The Senate also allocated $5,260
to Lancer Lunatics for a possibly
annual Hallo-Woods festival,
$470 to AMOR for a memory
project, $979.95 to The Rotunda
Studios for video equipment
and $700.01 to Black Student
Association for an Oktoberfest
weekend event.
Lambda Pi Eta received a reallocation of $64.08 to cover
the duration of the cost for the
organization's invitation dinner
last semester.
The Senate approved SFC's
motion to allocate $3,800 from
be an approximately 30-minute segment at next
the EPAA account to Phi Mu Delta Fraternity, week's Oct. 1 meeting with Bob Beach, LUPD chief
Delta Zeta Sorority and Peer Health Educators for of police; Laura Rice, parking office manager and
the Save' a Life Campaign. The Senate approved the individual in charge of the FAB schedule.
the alcohol education event last semester and even
Those attending the meeting will have the
signed a contract, but the event could not be pre- opportunity to ask these individuals questions
paid for due to policy.
about parking and transportation. Next week's
Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president for Student meeting will take place in the BC rooms of Lankford
Affairs and faculty adviser to the SGA, said the Student Union.
university is looking into
adding more residential space
on campus in the near future.
After the demolition of the
in the Sept. 18 issue of The
Cunningham
Residence
Halls, he said there will be
Rotunda, stated that the new
more need for space.
Speech, Hearing and Learning
H h
«¡ill •
Facility is located an Main and
The article "New Speech,
Pierson said there will most
Hearing and Learning Services
Third Street. The new location
likely be a new residential hall
Facility Opened; Open Houses
»actually on 315 West Third
between Janet D. Greenwood
Planned," which was published Street.
Library and ARC Residence
Hall.
Vest reported that there will

CORRECTION:

therotundaonline.com NEWS 9.25.13

Farmville Receives $5,000 Grant for the Heart of Your Adventure Tourism Project
Van Eps added, "We have the
Civil War, but families don't
particularly want to walk battle
fields, so our brochures are
marketed to say we have Civil
War stuff, but you can also go
shopping, dining, antiquing,
zip lining, or even canoeing or
kayaking."
Director of Farmville
Downtown Partnership, Helen
Person said, "Whatever your bag
is, we can fill it"
Morris stated, "You can find
history,
culture,
education,
shopping, hiking, biking, fishing,
boating and camping, you name
it"
Executive Director of the
Farmville
Area
Chamber
of Commerce Lisa Tharpe
mentioned, "That is why the
heart on our logo is left open
here because we could have a
little fisherman on here, a canoer
or even a shopper in the center of
the heart. This is a malleable logo
that we can work with. "
Tharpe, pointing to the heart
in their logo, stated, "One side of
our heart in our logo is blue and
PtvjlD By: Asst Nam Edlor Mdd Chappeteone side is green, because ifs
(From left toright)Magi Van Eps, tourism & visitor coordinator for Prince Edward County; Helen Person, director of the Downtown
water and land, i f s your outdoor
Farmville Partnership; Cindy Morris, town planner and deputy zone administrator; and Lisa Tharpe, executive director of the Farmadventure."
ville Area Chamber of Commerce, all play a role in the Heart of Your Adventure Tourism Project for the Town of Farmville.
Moreover, Van Eps talked
about certain ways their tourism
the word that "Virginia is for I f s such a wonderful feeling because you can do anything you program draws people in to the
NIKKI CHAPPELLE
when someone walks into our want to in this area."
Lovers."
Asst. News Editor
Town of Farmville.
Morris added, "The brochure
The Farmville Area Chamber visitor center and is holding our
"When people go on vacation
The Town of Farmville has of Commerce, Tourism & Visitor brochure or says, 'I picked this is just a little piece of the project. now, they are looking at where
received a $5,000 grant from the Center Coordinator, Downtown up when I was in Williamsburg The project also includes some they want to spend their
Virginia Tourism Corporation's Farmville and Town of Farmville or somewhere,' and, 'I saw this.'" fulfillment bags, a table top retirement years and we are a
Town Planner and Deputy display that we can take to retirement destination, which is
Marketing Leveraging Grant are all partners in the Tourism
project
called
"Heart
of
Your
Zone
Administrator for the Town different venues and the final a good thing," Van Eps said.
Fund Program.
Adventure."
of
Farmville,
Cindy Morris said, part is the LOVEworks artwork."
According to the VTC
The final part of the project
Van Eps said, "One of our deals with the LOVEworks
"This
brochure
coming out for
Tourism
&
Visitor
Coordinator
Marketing Leverage Program
Website, the Virginia Tourism for the County of Prince Edward, the project is the third edition challenges is, most people come artwork display. Speaking on
Corporation (VTC) Marketing Virginia Magi Van Eps said, and we are creating a new idea, a to Virginia for a few basic reasons, this, Van Eps said, "LOVEworks
Leverage Program is made "Our Tourism program gets a lot new thought along with this new such as the beaches, mountains has been out for two years now,
to help tourism marketing of exposure. Our brochures are in brochure, which is called, "The and Civil War. We don't have and the artwork is very large.
beaches or mountains."
61 certified visitor stations.
Heart of Your Adventure,'
programs and to further spread

Dine with the Director Addresses Dining Concerns
BECCA LUNDBERG

Editor-in-Chief
The first Dine with the Director of the
semester served as both a forum for students
and an opportunity for the Longwood
Dining/ARAMARK staff to share news.
The dinner took place Thursday, Sept. 19 in
Dorrill Dining Hall's (D-Hall) Lewis Room.
Dine with the Director, which is scheduled
several times throughout the academic
year, is an event where students have the
opportunity to discuss any Longwood
Dining-related concerns or praises with
Grant Avent, director of Longwood Dining
Services, as well as Kimberly Thompson,
district marketing manager; Gina DeMarco,
marketing assistant and Thomas Sheppard,
director of retail operations.
The student groups represented at the
event included the Student Government
Association,
Peer
Mentors,
Lancer
Productions and The Rotunda.
Thursday's menu included the Longwood
Salad, French cut chicken breast, rice pilaf,
glazed carrots and vanilla bean torte.
Avent notified students of several upcoming
changes in Longwood Dining. The newest
addition to D-Hall's Panini Station will be
the TurboChef grill, which Avent said should
help operations at the station run more
efficiently.
After comments and requests from many
students, Avent said there will be flavored
coffee creamers available in D-Hall once
again.
Finally, Avent said there will be a blender
near the Fruit Bar so students will have the
option to make their own smoothies every
day.
Positive comments of the night included
praise of the quality of the Home Zone meals
and D-Hall menu in general recently.
Students referred to meatloaf as a meal
they look forward to the most in D-Hall. The
chicken nuggets and curly fries were also a
hit. Thompson said that Longwood Dining
could perhaps send campus-wide emails
or messages on days when D-Hall serves
students' favorite foods.
However, there are some popular items

students named that are not available every
day, such as guacamole and pesto mayo at
the Panini Station. Avent said he would look
into adding these items, as well as others,
more frequently.
Students also voiced concerns about the
bacon in the omelets not always being real
bacon. Avent said the salad bar bacon most
likely makes it into the omelets on occasion,
which he added should never happen and
will not occur in the future.
Concerns about D-Hall's desserts not
always featuring labels also made it into the
discussion. Avent said that there will be a
bigger focus on labeling desserts.
The signs in D-Hall that indicate on which
side the dish room is open during each meal
seemed to have helped students a great deal.
Students were also happy that phot06 of
campus life have replaced the murals that
previously covered the walls.
Avent also addressed students' comments
about chicken and comdog nuggets no
longer being served at D-Hall brunch every
weekend. He said Longwood Dining fell into
the habit of serving nuggets every weekend
because it was "easy," but it is their priority
to provide a variety of food to students.
Lancer Park North Campus' Provisions on
Demand (P.O.D.), which is comparable to
a Sheetz or Wawa-type convenience store,
seemed to be a popular commodity among
the students. The current P.O.D. hours are
11 a.m. to 2 a.m. from Monday to Saturday,
and 1 p.m. to 2 a.m. on Sunday. The P.O.D. is
open to all students and the general public.
According to Avent, Longwood Dining is
monitoring those hours closely. He said that
customers primarily go to the P.O.D. during
the 12 a.m. to 2 a.m. hours from Thursday to
Saturday, not during the week.
The students who attended Dine with the
Director, however, appreciated these late
hours and would like to see similar operating
times at Lankford Student Union's Lancer
Café. The Lancer Café currently closes at 12
a.m.
Avent would like to give people access
to the P.O.D. directly if they do not have
keycard access to the attached Commons
Building, instead of having them walk to

the store's rear entrance, as they must now.
DeMarco asked the students if they thought
most people knew about the back entrance.
Many students said that people seem aware.
Students raised concerns about the tomatoes
and avocados occasionally being too ripe, as
well as the avocados being too expensive.
Avent said he would take care of these issues.
He did explain, however, that Longwood
Dining must pay more for avocados during
different times of year.
The Styrofoam cups available in Lancer Cafe
and the P.O.D. are biodegradable, according
to Sheppard, but Avent said he would look
into replacing the Styrofoam cups in Outta
Here, the to-go eatery in D-Hall, with a more
sustainable material.
When asked about Longwood Dining's
ability to add or change food chains, Avent
said these contracts are not difficult to change
but are expensive because Longwood Dining
must buy a franchise. The current options
include Chick-fil-A, Moe's Southwest Grill,
Bene Pizza and Einstein Bagels.
Dr. Tim Pierson, vice president for Student
Affairs, also attended and asked students
what food chains they would like to see
in the future. Dunkin' Donuts and Panera
Bread were among the popular answers.
Avent said Dunkin' Donuts is a possibility
Longwood Dining is considering adding to
the new University Center, slated to open in
2016. Avent has asked Panera in the past if
they would like to come to the university, but
he said the chain was not interested in the
college market.
Students asked about the reasoning
behind this summer's soda switch from
Pepsi to Coke. Pierson said Coke offered the
university a better deal overall.
DeMarco's final announcement was that
this Wednesday, Sept. 25 is Birthday Dinner.
This month's theme is Hispanic Heritage
Month.
Students still have the opportunity to
express concerns and compliments at the
Longwood Dining website. A Your Voice
Counts online evaluation is now available
to anyone who eats at Longwood Dining
locations.

The displays spell out the word
love in giant letters and are done
with whatever you have or want
to promote in your community."
Van Eps added, "One of the
most iconic LOVEwork displays
is with big Adirondack chairs.
One chair has L, one has O, one
has V and one has E, and they
are sitting out on the beach.
People go around the state and
take pictures of themselves
interacting with the LOVEworks
displays."
Morris stated, "We are going
to have a contest where all the
local artisans can submit their
creative idea for the LOVEworks
display."
Van Eps said, "The artists
bring back their designs, and we
will have a committee that will
choose the design.
The artist will not be paid
for their work, but will get their
name on display and forever will
be known as the one who created
the LOVEworks display."
Van Eps added, "People
travel from all over to collect
their picture and while they are
here, we get to capture them for
everything else we have to offer."
"This whole project, what we're
doing right now is phase one
and then we are going to start
hammering out our marketing
plan and what else is going to be
in phase two," Van Eps said.
For more information about
the "Heart of Your Adventure"
tourism project, contact Helen
Person at (434) 392-3060 or Magi
Van Eps at (434) 392-1482.
Moreover, you can contact
the executive Director of the
Farmville Area Chamber of
Commerce, Lisa Tharpe at (434)
392-3818 or Cindy Morris at (434)
392-8465.

Update regarding
Accidental Shooting
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Mooney reported that the
Farmville Police Department
has an "agreement" with the
Longwood University Police
Department that any contact
with Richardson henceforth must
be forwarded to the Longwood
University Police Department,
which is then forwarded to the
Judicial Board for any reviews
they may feel the need to
conduct.
Regarding any past instances
that have occurred at Longwood
University and the Town of
Farmville that are similar to the
Sept. 15 accidental shooting,
Mooney said that he believes
there was one instance in
the previous year where the
individual was either unloading
or cleaning a weapon and
accidentally struck themselves.
"From my previous location
in a populated area, which was
Chesterfield County, it was not
a rare instance really to have an
accidental discharge of a firearm,
and sometimes people were
struck with it, and ifs something
that happens when people
handle weapons. Unfortunately,
sometimes things like this do
happen," Mooney said.
Mooney advised students
who have firearms to make
sure they're secured in a
location where they are unable
to be stolen, played with or
accidentally fired. He added that

the owner must be familiar with
tiie weapon, how to handle it,
unload it and load it, as well as
other basic safety measures.
He advised that students who
may be interested in buying a
weapon take a hunter safety
course or firearm safety course
and practice in a fire range to
understand how to properly
operate the weapon.
"Any weapon, you treat it
as if if s loaded, and you keep
it pointed in a safe direction
whether you have it loaded or
you don't. It comes down to
basic safety, and i f s easy to teach
that, but in practice, ifs also easy
to stray away from it, and things
like this can happen," Mooney
said.
Longwood Police Department
Sergeant Ray Ostrander stated
that
Longwood
University
students, faculty and staff are
not permitted to have a firearm
on campus or in Longwood
University-managed
housing,
including
the
Longwood
Landings, Lancer Park and the
Longwood Village.
Students, faculty and staff
are also not permitted to store
firearms in vehicles on campus.
Ostrander stated that students,
faculty and stuff may bring their
firearm to the LUPD for storage.
For more information on
firearm regulations at Longwood
University, contact the LUPD at
(434) 395-2091.

New Technology in Greenwood Library
Hines said she is looking
into adding items such as a
book scanner, which provides
a clear scan of books in an
upright position, and a Maker

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Space 3D Printer. However, the needs are and put the
these technologies are just technology out there so people
considerations and are not leam it, but sometimes we don't
official purchases yet.
know what you need. If you
Ultimately, Hines said, "We're have recommendations, we'll
trying to stay ahead of what take them. I can't guarantee
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A Closer Look at the University's Student-run Honor and Conduct Boards
BECCA LUNDBERG

Editor-in-Chief
Student-run conduct and honor
boards are rare on university
campuses,
but
Longwood
University's Honor Board and
Conduct Board features students
who serve as the judicial branch
to the Student Government
Association.
Darnell Royster, Conduct
Board chair, said the board's
purpose is essentially to "keep
the university students safe."
The 2013-2014 academic year
is Royster's first year as chair,
and while he initially viewed
his position as ensuring that
the board recommended that
students were charged — or
not charged — with proper
sanctions, "now I see it as more
of a learning process."
Royster explained, "We're just
an educational board. We want
to make sure that people are safe,
and if people do decide to make
mistakes we realize they're still
a person. We don't care about
whatever mistake you made, we
just want to make sure you learn
from it"
Royster said the Conduct Board

knows it is a priority to treat each
case differently because each
respondent, or the individual the
complainant files the complaint
against, is different and may
have taken steps to correct their
alleged actions before the hearing
begins.
As for the most common
charge the Conduct Board sees,
Royster named 13a, which he
described as "public intoxication
and/or other use, consumption,
possession
or
distribution
as expressly prohibited by
university regulations and state
law."
Royster said there are 36
Conduct Board justices total,
with 10 justices typically
present per hearing in order to
exceed quorum. According to
the Conduct Code web page,
hearings are held three nights a
week.
Jordan McWilliams, chair of the
Honor Board, said, "We're there
to just kind of be that thought in
people's minds that I shouldn't
do those things."
He said the board's purpose is
essentially to protect the Honor
Code, which states, "We shall not
lie, cheat, or steal, nor tolerate

those who do."
While the
McWilliams added, "We're not C o n d u c t
a courtroom. We're not there to Board
and
get somebody in trouble. Our Honor Board
purpose isn'treallyto be punitive; serve different
it is more to be educational. If s to purposes, the
teach people a lesson and maybe hearings for
help them grow from it instead each board are
of getting them in trouble like a run similarly.
courtroom."
According
Royster,
The intention of the Honor to
Board, according to McWilliams, he and the
is to provide students with "some justices begin
. Conduct
reflection or something they can a
think about to do so they won't Board hearing
repeat the same actions instead by meeting in
hearing
of [solely] punishing them for the
room.
He
what they did wrong."
As is the procedure with goes over the
report (Left) Honor Board Chair Jordan McWilliams (Right) Conduct Board Photos By: Editor-in-Chief Becca Lundberg
Conduct Board, McWilliams said case
that "anyone can write anyone and reviews Chair Darnell Royster.
Rowland added that
any pertinent
up at any time."
both
boards
know that the entire
While McWilliams said there is information about the case. The hearing process.
process
is
confidential, and
According to Stephanie
not necessarily a most common sergeant-at-arms then meets with
complainants
and
witnesses sign
Honor Board charge because the respondent and shows the Rowland, J.D., director of
confidentiality
waivers.
individual
the
roster
of
justices
Student Conduct and Integrity, a
"every situation is different,"
The disciplinary process
code 2a, which he said is cheating, just in case there is a conflict of student can plea "responsible" at
is
mapped
out on the Office of
interest
and
a
justice
needs
to
step
either
a
Conduct
or
Honor
Board
and code 7a, lying or falsifying
Student
Conduct
and Integrity's
down
from
that
case.
Royster
said
hearing.
However,
she
said
that
if
information, are charges that the
web
page.
the
complainant
is
not
required
a
student
pleas
"not
responsible"
board sees more often.
As for the Conduct and
McWilliams said there are 11 to come to the hearing; therefore, or "no plea," they go through the
Honor Board's hearing process,
the
complainant
is
not
always
formal
hearing
process.
Honor Board justices, and all are
Rowland, who succeeded Rowland said, "There are
required to be part of the weekly present.
Dr.
Rick
Chassey as director of minimum sanctions that [the
hearings each Monday night.
Royster said that there is also
boards] have to give. They are
a faculty or staff student rights Student Conduct and Integrity, not out to get students. They
the
recommended
adviser present before the reviews
sanctions
from
the
Honor Board really do understand that this is
hearing to inform the respondent
an educational process and they
of his or her rights and assure and Conduct Board. She said really are trying to help students
that these rights are not being she has not yet turned over a realize what they've done wrong,
decision.
infringed upon.
what they can do better, so it
While Rowland said there
The respondent can then ask
doesn't happen next time and
any questions before proceeding are some sanctions that allow so the student can be successful.
to the hearing room, according respondents to have their That's the whole purpose of our
to Royster. The respondent then records destroyed after three role here."
enters the room and Royster or years, expulsion is recorded
permanently
the vice chair then explains the

Becoming a Member of the Student
Alumni Association Can Help
Students Make Connections
E ) DOWUNG

Features Editor
Students at Longwood are often
looking for an organization to
get involved with or for a way
to network while still going
to school. Longwood is the
stepping stone for students to
gain experience and connections
once they graduate.
While the students are still in
school they have to be able to
make connections outside of
the university. There are many
opportunities
available
to
students, one of them being the
Student Alumni Association.
The Student Alumni Association
is an organization on campus
that any sophomore, junior
or senior with a GPA of 2.5 or
higher may join. This association
was founded with the hope
to "build awareness of die
Longwood Alumni Association
by introducing it to the students
before they graduate," according
to senior Business Major Casey
Doerflec an intern in the
Longwood Alumni Relations
office.
Doerfler is in charge of
developing and expanding the
Student Alumni Association

(SAA) for this semester.
The goals of the SAA are
"to direct and assist with
the goals of the Longwood
University Alumni Association
by introducing students to the
Alumni Association before they
graduate. To promote the interests
of and understanding between
the students of the past present
and future at Longwood through
the programs and services
offered by the organization. To
develop effective and responsible
leadership through contact and
experience in college projects and
programs, thereby enhancing
the education of students and
preparing them to serve as future
alumni leaders," Doerfler stated.
The SAA falls under the Alumni
Relations office. Administrative
Assistant for Alumni Relations
Amy Harris is in charge of the
SAA and has the help of interns,
such as Doerfler.
Doerfler thinks that the SAA is
a very useful association to be a
part of. She said, "Students benefit
by having many networking
opportunities. While working at
alumni events, we meet many
alumni, and this is great for
networking and meeting new
people. Students also get to have
a say in what events we plan and

when we plan them." Students
have the opportunity to meet
alumni at events and will leave
Longwood with a better arsenal
of networking skills as well as a
number of connections.
Members of the SAA will
meet once a month to plan a
series of events for seniors, "plus
special events for December and
May graduates," said Doerfler.
Members of the SAA will also be
able to represent other students
at alumni events and reunions,
as well as other University
Advancement events.
Doerfler added, "Members
advise Alumni Relations staff
on ways to increase students'
awareness of the Alumni
Association and ways the
Alumni Association can support
students."
Joining the SAA can help
students learn how to network
and how to better be prepared
to speak to alumni and possibly
find a job with those newfound
connections.
Students who wish to join the
SAA can pick up applications
in Lancaster 120 or email
longwoodsaaOoutlook.com
to
receive one. Students can then
return applications via email or
back to Lancaster 120.

Concentrations: More Opportunities for
Students to Learn Specific Subjects
majors: Creative Writing, Rhetoric
and Professional Writing, and
Secondary Licensure.
"Creative Writing is for
Concentrations are really
those
who want to become full
helpful
but
sometimestime
authors
or work in the
overlooked opportunities. They
publishing
field
in some way,"
can be difficult to manage, but
Chair
of
English
and Modern
with the right advising, time
Languages
Wade
Edwards
said.
management and will power,
Creative
Writing
also
has
several
they can be achieved and will
workshop style classes where
help you in the long run.
students and the professor will
There is a concentration for
give each other feedback. It also
every single department. "A
helps those who want to become
.concentration is just a more
editors and want to work in the
specific track than just having
publishing field. Longwood
your major," Chair of the History
provides many opportunities for
Department David Coles said.
students to read their works for
So, what's the difference charity events.
between a major, minor and
If you're looking for a practical
concentration? "A major is the
job
in the English Department
broadest form of the field. A
besides
teaching,
Rhetoric
minor is a little more specific,
and
Professional
Writing
and a concentration is for those
Concentration
might
be
your
who really know what they
area.
want to do when they graduate
Rhetoric and Professional
Longwood," Coles said.
Writing
delves deeper into
There are three different types
persuasive
writing. "Rhetoric
of concentrations for English
and
technical
writing
is
CHRISTINA CREECH

Assistant Features Editor

Are you or your club or organization looking for funding for Longwood's next great
innovative and educational project?
Apply for a Longwood Parents Council grant! Grants up to $2000 will be awarded to
proposals that benefit and enhance student life and learning at Longwood University!
Questions? Contact the Office of First Year Experience & Family Progarms at Lankford 216
or email firstvear@longwood.edu
Applications and procedures information are available online at
www.longwood.edu/newstudent.
The deadline is October 4th.
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[geared] toward journalism,
copy editing and campaign ads
or captions," said Edwards.
Students can also achieve
a
teaching
license
with
the
Secondary
Licensure
Concentration If you obtain your
teaching license, it can lead you
into other courses to teach such
as journalism and speech classes
and many more.
The most difficult part about
getting your teaching license is
that you need to be admitted to
teacher prep before you can start
your teaching experience. You're
not automatically admitted to
teacher prep just because you got
accepted into Longwood. It's a
whole other ball game.
The requirements to get into
the teacher prep program are to
get an acceptable score on the
Praxis I, Praxis II and the VCLA
test. You must have at least a
C in English 150. You need to
complete the online application.
You need to have at least a 2.5
GPA. You also need two positive
recommendations from your
EDUC 260 and 245 teachers.
"Concentrations also overlap a
lot with either the major classes
[or even your] minor classes as
well," Edwards said.
For example you could
be
a
Modern
Language
Undergraduate,
an English
major and have a concentration
in Rhetoric and Professional
Writing.
"If you don't declare a
concentration when you apply,
you can always obtain a change of
major form from the department
chair or the registrar's office and
they will add the change for
you," Edwards said.
A new concentration can be
added or taken away "based on
the needs of the students, or what
seems to be drawing the students
...then faculty would be hired to
fit that description"
Concentrations are great, very
helpful and show your many
talents, especially if you have
many interests that you want
to study. Concentrations are
important assets and will help
you later in life. Yes, it may be a
little more time consuming and
a lot of hard work, but if s well
worth it
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411 on Longwood's 175: Being Knowledgeable about Our History
CHRISTINA CREECH

Asst. Features Editor
It is important as Longwood
students to know our past.
There's a reason there is a history
section on the Longwood's
175th Anniversary website (175.
longwood.edu) and that is to
educate us on the place in which
we will be living for the next four
years.
There's a lot of useful
information. They have the
founding dates of most of the
secret organizations on campus,
which is impressive. CHI is a
secret organization that was
founded in the 1900s.
The website also listed many

of the dates when bachelor
programs were approved. The
Bachelor of Music was the most
recently approved in 2001.
The Bachelor of Fine Arts was
approved in 1978. 1935 was the
year that most of the Bachelor
of Arts program approved
departments such as those of
Education, Philosophy, Fine and
Applied Arts, History, Social
Stiences, Home Economics and
Speech.
Other historic occurrences the
major campus fires at Longwood.
The dining hall caught on fire in
1923. In 1949, there was a fire that
burned an auditorium and one
of the residence halls. In 2001,
a fire occurred in Ruffner Hall,
destroying it.

Also, over the years, many State Normal School for Women
buildings have been added after the year 1914. In 1924,
along with the growing speed of Longwood was called the State
Teacher College. Longwood
Longwood.
In 1970, they added several University was changed from
buildings such as Coyner, college to a university in 2001.
Males have not always been
Bedford, Wygal and Frazer.
Brock Commons was built admitted to attend Longwood
in 2004. Also, Chichester and University. Longwood was once
the Longwood Landings were an all female college. The Board
built in the year 2006. In 2009, of Visitors put the admittance
the Center for Communication of men into the college to vote
in 1964, but the vote did not go
Studies and Theatre was built.
Longwood also went through through.
However, in 1968, males were
a series of names before deciding
on Longwood University, the able to attend summer school at
original name being Farmville Longwood as long as they were
enrolled in an institution other
Female Seminary Association.
In 1860, the university was than Longwood.
Also, • in : 1973, males were
renamed
Farmville
Female
College. Longwood was called

admitted as day students to
Longwood. Finally, in the year
1976, Longwood became fully
co-ed.
The Greek system was founded
in the year 1897. It was the first
major organization on campus.
The first founding sorority was
Kappa Delta. The Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority was founded on
April 20, 1898. On Oct. 15,1898,
Zeta Tau Alpha was founded.
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority was
founded on Nov. 15,1901.
Longwood purchased two
real estate investments. The first
property purchased was the
Longwood estate. The estate was
100 acres. Then, the Longwood
Real
Estate
Foundation

purchased Lancer Park.
You can find sports history on
the website, as well. For example,
Longwood
was
technically
classified as a Division 1 athletic
program in the year 2007. Finally
in the year 2012, Longwood was
proudly offered to join the Big
South Conference.
Longwood has experienced
many changes since its founding
in 1839. Longwood makes the
adjustments based on what it
feels is most important for its
students. The school's openmindedness has caused this
impressive, and unique history
to develop into such a warm
environment for students.

beans, Chairs & Professors; Oh My!
Virginia 21, Bring the Change
Dean Charles Ross Stepping Down at the End of this Year: Leaves
Behind His Legacy

want to make a difference and
definitely want tomake a change.
Features Editor
The universities and colleges that
have representatives in Virginia
Have you ever wanted to change 21 are very supportive.
something, but you did not know
Wilkins got involved because
how? Have you ever wanted
she had lot of friends involved.
to see tuition lowered, but you
She said, "I really believed in
never knew what you could do?
their message [and] how they
Well, there is an organization
went about enacting change.
called Virginia 21 whose goal is
They believe in making a
to "act as an advocacy group for
difference by working within
lowering the financial burdens
the system, and they are now a
of higher education." said Emily
well-regarded group that has
Wilkins, a Virginia 21 member
made, and continues to make, a
and Longwood senior.
difference in higher education
Virginia 21 was created in 2002 funding."
by a group of William and Mary
Virginia 21 has been around
students who wanted to make
for over 10 years, and they
a change. Virginia 21 "act[s] on
have managed to do many
behalf of students at Virginia
things over this time. Wilkins
universities on the state level,"
said, "Virginia 21 has, through
Wilkins added.
various campaigns such as Fund
There are students involved from Virginia's Future and Pay the
many Virginia public universities Penny or Pass the Buck, provided
and colleges. These students
E ) DOWUNG

years ago, he came to teach and loves the traditions of both the
hopes he will be able to continue spring and the fall, saying that
Features Editor
after his last year as dean. As all these things "weave a fabric"
far as finding a new dean goes, that is Longwood.
The Cook-Cole College of Arts a search committee has been set
Ross believes that a citizen
and Sciences is the largest college up.
leader is that person who runs
it Longwood University. It has
The Provost put out a call to toward a challenge, rather
3reduced a long line of smart,
the
faculty to say who they than away from it. The people
iedicated citizen leaders, and
believe
should serve on it; there who try to help others and are
:
or the past nine years, students
are
three
professors, one dean willing to confront issues instead
n the college have been under
and
one
student
making up the of running from them are the
the watchful eye of Charles Ross.
people he respects.
committee.
Under his leadership, CookBy the time he steps down,
Ross "loves the students here"
Dole has grown and prospered
so much that he has turned down Ross said he wants to "tie up
and has become the home of over
jobs from other universities. loose ends," and hopes the search
J000 students and 12 different
He loves that professors at committee chooses the best
departments. Ross said, "Three
Longwood keep in touch with person for the job, whether they
rat of every four students and
come from inside the university
their students.
wo of every three professors"
or not. We will miss Ross, but we
There
are
bonds
that
students
s in Cook-Cole. He believes the
cannot wait to see what he has in
can
make
at
Longwood
that
iize of the college is one of its
store for the rest of this year.
they
cannot
make
at
other
itrengths.
universities, Ross added. He
Within the college, there is
i program centered
>n
undergraduate
research. The program
ivas so successful that
he university will be
idopting the idea soon,
according to Ross. The
structure of the research
urogram within the
rollege is informal. Ross
»id that the college
is in the process of
orming an office that
ivill help make the
research program more
systematic.
He hopes to leave
>ehind a legacy of
'financial
stability."
Since he has been dean,
the college was given
ts name, and he has
nought a new level of
inancial stability. There
iave been more majors
idded to the college,
ncluding nursing. Ross
shared that next year
i graphic animation
major will be added to
the Art department.
Ross confirmed that, at
he end of this academic
rear, he will be stepping
down. After' he steps
down, Ross plans on
returning to teaching
PtatoBf CmOM
'hysics in the science
department. When he
Ross has been serving as dean of the Cook-Cole College for nine years.
a m e to Longwood 21
E) DOWUNG

a way for Virginia policy makers
to see how important their
support for higher education is. It
has provided a voice for Virginia
college students. Virginia 21 has
also introduced the textbook
market reforms which made it so
book lists had to be posted before
classes started so students could
compare book prices online to
those offered by the bookstore."
If you want to get involved
in Virginia 21 or want more
information, you can contact
Wilkins at emily.wilkins@live.
longwood.edu or like VA21
on Facebook. The benefits of
joining are that you really get to
see how policy is made and you
get to stand up for something.
Members have a networking
opportunity and have a special
weapon in the politics field, one
that can really help themselves
and others.
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volunteer and help out the but not one of the sisters
seemed to notice the time
participants.
Community Submission
Activities the sisters partook slipping by.
lluough giving back to the
in include monitoring games
On Sunday, September
and helping children in the community and supporting
15th, the sisters of Alpha
Kids Zone, assisting walkers in the philanthropy of their
Gamma Delta attended their
the Registration department or chapter, the sisters of Alpha
annual philanthropic event:
even the simple yet necessary Gamma
Delta
bonded
the JDRF (Juvenile Diabetes
task of handing out water to closely and spent some
Research
Foundation)
the runners.
quality
time
together.
Walk. Every year, the entire
Overall, it was certainly a
The
events
began
at
eleven
in
sisterhood commutes to
blast!
Byrd Park in Richmond to the morning and typically run
as late as four in the afternoon.
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Left-right: Shannon Clark, Tiffany Saunders, Brie Barker, Kate Sekil, Marie Meador, Sterling Oliver, Rosie
Fox, Katie Harreil, Caitlin Harmon, Kim Deutsch, Mai Vo, Emily Waxmunski and KaWyn Bartlett.
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Audiences Found Life in Poetry
with Winning Poet, Kelle Groom
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor
The walls of Wygal Hall heard
beautiful poetry on Sept. 23
at 8 p.m. from the acclaimed
poet, Kelle Groom, during her
presentation of her works and
memoir.
The poet had a difficult start
in her career, though. She was
very open about her past during
the presentation, admitting to
being an alcoholic by the age of
19 when she was also pregnant
and doing drugs.
Her aunt and uncle adopted
her son, Tommy, who died soon
after at 14 months old.
From there. Groom spiraled
somewhat until finding her
clarity in her early twenties.
Though she'd written works
since she was a young girl, she
began writing as a career.
"As soon as I learned to read,
I started writing poems," Groom
said.
During the presentation.
Groom read primarily from
"Five Kingdoms." She claimed
that her poems were inspired
from not only visual art but also
events and memories.
Her first poem described
bones found hidden in stone.
The instant she began reading,
it was clear that the poef s style
focused on dark and beautiful
portrayals of accounts that did
not seem to be so.
The title poem she read, "Five
Kingdoms," was written about
the 60th anniversary of the
Hiroshima bombings. The poem
could send a chill down the
audience's spines as it described
visual wounds and heartache of
the scene.
The next poem's inspiration
came from a book of maps
that Groom admitted to being
intrigued with. She loved the
small size of the maps and their
entrancing effects.
In the poem , she described
a map as "so small it fits in the
palm of your hands."
"Photograph of a Woman"
told the story of a woman in a
picture. The poem followed a
possible story of the girl but
also focused on the incredible
descriptions about the picture
and the background of the
portrait.
The poems Groom read had a
certain darkness to them, but an
appeal in the clarity of the words.

It is obvious that
she places herself
in her poems and
connects
them
back to her life.
This was even
more apparent in
her poem, "Songs
from Far Away,"
which'
was
written after she
visited her son's
grave for the first
time 17 years after
his passing.
Groom then
continued to read
several passages
from her memoirs.
The shockingly
i n t i m a t e
selections
she
chose
were
moving
and
touching
with
heartbreaking
stories
behind
them.
One chapter,
"How to Make a
Photo By: Christian Taylor
Shoe" expanded
on lives being Kelle Groom shares her poetry with LU students.
the Barnes and Noble Discover
connected, similar
to the way shoes are sewn Great New Writers picks.
The book is also a chosen work
together.
Her biggest inspiration to for the New York Times Book
write doesn't come from an Review Editor's Choice and
object but rather the desire to has received numerous others
honors.
write.
The memoir has been called
Groom
described
her
motivation to sit down and write "an unflinching yet deeply
as knowing that her writing will poetic memoir that captures
the rawness and urgency
take her someplace else.
of
addiction as well as the
She said, "The hardest tiling
tenderness
and
heartbreak
is saying I'm going to the take
surrounding
the
loss
of
a son."
the time" instead of creating the
Groom is currently a
time on my own.
Writer-inShe also admired Nick Flynn Distinguished
as another poet and author Residence at Sierra Nevada
of his own memoirs, such as, University where she also serves
"Another Bullshit Night in Suck as a faculty member of the lowCity." Groom admits feeling residency MFA Program.
She has been recognized for
connected to the distilled stories
the Pushcart Prize and can be
and poems of Flynn.
Groom has written several seen in the Best American Nonpoetry collections in her time Required Reading collections.
This is the second but not
including "Five Kingdoms"
final
presenter included in this
as well as "Luckily" and
school
year's Author's Series,
"Underwater City."
coordinated
by its director, Dr.
She is currently working
Craig
Challender,
who also
on another memoir, a fourth
serves
as
Professor
of
Modern
collection of poems and also
American
Literature
in the
some short fiction, focusing
English
Department.
on the dark and satiric side
Poet Peter Makuck will present
literature.
next
as part of the series on
Alongside those, she has
Thursday,
Feb. 13,2014.
written her memoirs, "I Wore
the Ocean in the Shape of a Girl,"
which has been chosen as one of

Dallas Black Dance Theatre Comes
to Grace Street Theatre in Richmond
ELIZABETH STAPULA

Asst. A&E Editor
Longwood Company of
Dancers ventured to Richmond,
just an hour east of Farmville,
on Friday, Sept. 20 under the
recommendation of their director
and Longwood Dance Instructor
Rodney Williams to see the Dallas
Black Dance Theatre Company
perform at the Grace Street
Theater.
The Virginia Commonwealth
University School of the Arts
Department of Dance and
Choreography sponsored the
performance. It was the first
event of VCU Dance's 2013-2014
performance season.
The Dallas Black Dance Theatre
is a professional contemporary
modern dance company based
out of Dallas, Texas. It was
founded in 1972 under the artistic
direction of Ann Williams and is
a renowned multi-ethnic troupe
with a global audience.
The curtain opened with
the
piece
'Variations
I."

Choreographed by Milton Myers,
it began and concluded with the
same sequence of movement: four
woman of the company speed
walking, their gazes intently
forward, only broken when
encountering another dancer in
their path; then, and only then,
would they divert their attention,
instead glaring for a split second
at that other dancer.
The piece experimented
with variation as well as the
dichotomy between lyrical and
pedestrian movement. Katricia
Eaglin moved with an elevated
grace across the stage. Though
repeating one phrase throughout
the movement, with each arch of
her back she brought out a new
intricacy of the human body,
with each arch of the eyebrow
a different motivation for the
variation.
A standout performance,
choreographed
by
Asadata
Dafora and performed by
Christopher McKenzie, Jr. entitled
"Awassa
Astrige/Ostrich"
interpreted this bird, the ostrich,
through movement. McKenzie

impressively portrayed this "king
of the birds" with a warriorlike strength; his arm muscles
rippling as he, with careful
precision, waved them up and
down. His head moved in perfect
isolation; his intent concentration
in some other realm apparent as
he transforrrffed into a bird.
Featuring the men of Black Dallas,
"Instinct 11.1," choreographed
by Francesca Harper, began in
silence. In yellow pants, the men
powerfully wielded their bodies
and kept in nearly perfect sync,
utilizing only the sound of their
own breath to keep time. Midway
into the dance, the soilnd of
the White Change and Watusi
Warrior Drums were seamlessly
introduced, and led the men
through the rest of the physically
demanding work.
For dancers and non-dancers
alike the Dallas Black Dance
Theatre
Company
is
not
something to miss if you get the
chance. Their repertoire is varied,
artistically compelling and at the
very least shows the incredible
capabilities of the human body.

'Hedda Gabier' will Begin the
Theatre Productions for the Year
LAURA MARIONEAUX,
ARISSA ALLEY

Contributers
This year's theatre performances
begin with a bang. Just one month
into the school year, the theatre is
already opening for the dramatic
performance of "Hedda Gabler."
Junior Maggie Williams plays
Hedda Gabler, the protagonist
of the story. She is married to an
unfavorable gentleman, Jürgen
Tesman, and feels trapped in a life
she did not expect to live. Gabler
is a strong young woman, yet
she has no sense of empathy. Her
prized possession is her father's
pistol, which protected her from
her ex-lover Eilert Lövborg.
Sophomore Austin Madison
plays Lövborg, the antagonist
of the story. This character is
a brilliant scholar, but while
he is with Gabler, he gains the
reputation of a drunk. After
she leaves him, he becomes an
alcoholic
Lövborg writes a book to

impress Gabler in hopes of getting
her back, yet he finds out she is
married to another. Ironically,
he is competing with this other,
Jürgen Tesman, for a position at a
university.
Madison quotes a line from the
play that he believes sums up the
plot: "It was your lust for life that
was behind our companionship."
The scenic and lighting crew will
captivate the audience through
Gabler's thoughts. The people
behind the scene and lighting are
Assistant Professor for Theatre
Scott Chapman and Longwood
student Bill Miller. They help
create a world for the characters
in Victorian Norway. The whole
play takes place in a living room,
and the lighting is used to show
this world through Gabler's
eyes, emphasizing how cold and
trapped she feels.
The play is directed by Program
Director of Theatre Gene Muto.
Muto feels the cast is doing
terrific and the actors match the
characters well, which he says
does not always happen.

"More students should take
advantage of the arts and theatre
programs at Longwood because
ifs cheaper than a movie and
[you] get to see a classic;" Muto
said.
Muto is approaching the story
without traditional realism. That
is, there are no walls and no doors
- just the cold world that Gabler
has found herself in.
This is an intellectual drama
and psychological thriller of a
classic modernized play. This
play seems timeless because
many people today can relate to
Gabler's feeling of being trapped.
According to Williams, it is not
just a drama. She said, "This is a
show that will really make you
think afterwards."
There are two weeks of show
times. The performances will
be Sept. 26-29 and Oct. 3-6 at
the Center for Communication
Studies and Theatre Building
(CSTAC) auditorium. Thursdays
through Saturday shows are at
7:00 p.m. and Sundays at 3:00
p.m.

Students Create a Night of Success at Chamber Music Series Concert
MARY CALLENDER

Contributer
Dr. Charles Kinzer, associate
professor of Music, took the stage
of Molnar Recital Hall in Wygal
at 4 p.m. on Sunday afternoon
to introduce the first concert
in the Chamber Music Series.
The concert was held in honor
of beloved former Professor
of Music Frieda Myers, who
spent almost 30 years teaching
at Longwood. It also featured
two pieces composed by Chuck
Holdeman and two by Johann
Sebastian
Bach.
Musicians
included: Holdeman on bassoon,
Marshall Taylor on saxophone,
Christopher Mooney a baritone
and James Kidd on piano.
The first piece, written by
Bach, was entitled "Trio Sonata
in G Major, BWV 1039" and
began with a flowing and serene
melody that seemed to be traded
off between the saxophone and
bassoon and accompanied by the
piano. The piece continued on
through three more themes that
varied from a dance-like melody
to a slower and sadder rhythmic
syncopation, then ending with
that same dance-like feel and
some high notes played by the
saxophone.
After a quick set change, a
screen appeared for the second
piece entitled "At the Bend,"
a premiere performance of the
piece composed by Holdeman.

The piece featured eight poems
written by W.S. Merwin and
arranged for a vocalist and piano
accompaniment by Holdeman.
Illustrations by Peter Koch
appeared on the projector
screen as vocalist Mooney sang
through the eight poems. The
pieces featured varying themes,
including slow and sad; dark and
mysterious; flowing and sweet;
and ending with a slow yearning
feeling portrayed through the
lyrics, vocal tone and the piano
accompaniment.
Following a short intermission,
the third piece, another premiere
performance entitled
"Trio
Pianoforte e Due Fiate" by
Holdeman, was played by
Holdeman on bassoon, Taylor on
saxophone and Kidd on piano.
Unlike the first two selections,
this piece was much more intense
and featured many dissonant
and quick runs through each
instrument.
There were quite a few abrupt
and emphasized notes as well
Composer Chuck Holdeman on bassoon plays with his friends, Marshall Taylor on saxophone and James Kidd on
as slower, more eerie tempos
piano, at the Chamber Music Series on Sunday, Sept. 22 in Wygal.
and sounds. This piece caught
Wygal Music Building.
the audience much by surprise Taylor on saxophone and Kidd they joined together to create
Even though the audience
exciting
dynamic
contrasts
and
on
piano
began
the
light
melody.
as it ended with an abrupt and
seemed to be predominately
uplifting,
dramatic
swells
in
the
After
a
short
intro,
baritone
dramatic bang. '
students, there were a noticeable
Mooney took over the main line music.
The fourth and final piece was,
with a light and happy vocal part
These swells, like many others amount of community members
again, nothing like the ones
that could have been compared before, kept the audience at the in the crowd to enjoy the
before. Entitled "Mache Dich,
to an upbeat church hymn.
edge of their seats throughout performance, as well.
mein Herze, rein" by Bach, it
Freshman Leah Parr described
The instruments and vocalist the program. After ev^jry piece,
began sweetly with a flowing
the
concert, saying, "It was
then took turns trading off with applause erupted in the almost
melodious line.
really
interesting, not just to see
completely
full
auditorium
in
Holdeman on the bassoon. the melody, and toward the end,

Photo By: Staff Photographer Laura Clarke

the composer there playing his
pieces alongside other musicians,
but also to have the visuals
displayed throughout the second
piece to convey the message and
beauty of the piece even more."
The second concert in the
Chamber Music Series, called
"Voice," will be held in Molnar
Recital Hall on Oct. 28 at 7:30
p.m.
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'45365' Begjns Film
'Prisoners' Keeps Audiences Guessing to
Series but Does Not Solve the Puzzle of Young Girls' Kidnapping
Attract Many Viewers
JESSICA GUNTHER

Contributor

ELIZABETH STAPULA

Asst. A&E Editor
This past Wednesday, a meager
eight viewers shuffled into the
basement of the Longwood
Center for the Visual Arts
(LCVA) to watch the first film
of the semester featured in the
General Education Film Series:
Reference a Different Frame.
The film this time around was
"45365," a documentary profiling
the small town of Sidney, Ohio.
As purely an observational film,
it did just that - observe - and
nothing more.
The title, featuring a particular
zip code, might lead a prospective
viewer to the conclusion that
this film might illuminate some
uniqueness evident in the area it
features. Turns out the location
of Sidney, Ohio is seemingly
inconsequential. While the film
successfully stitches together
a portrait of life in Sidney
(population 20,000), it lacks
a structure or point of view
engaging enough to draw in the
viewer.
While the film lacked an
engaging
framework,
the
characters
presented
were
undeniably
interesting.
Particularly, a lonely radio DJ is
presented. He spends his life at
the town radio station, giving his
soul to providing great content,
late at night, weekends and even
on holidays.
As the film progresses, the
audience is able to meet a series of
interesting musicians, appearing
in conjunction with a new
number of the zip code flashing
across the screen, including a
trumpet player performing for
an empty theatre and a young
girl practicing ih an abandoned
house. Unfortunately, we really
get no backstory or context on
these people.
We also meet a police officer as

he performs his duties over the
course of the year and presents
some potentially interesting
insights on small-town life. After
seeing him arresting kids, he
makes it clear that they are being
put away for the same offenses
that their parents had been
arrested for over 30 years ago.
These promising characters
are not
followed further
and are interspersed with
inconsequential conversations
such as a high school boyfriend
and girlfriend chatting on the
phone while she paints her
toenails.
Even more disappointing is
the tapestry of these vignettes,
which each had potential, but
was not arranged in any form
of arc that would provide the
audience with a story or concept
to follow. While observational
documentaries may very well
be more like moving "paintings"
than narrative stories, the
product still needs to be
assembled artistically to provide
the audience with a sense
of completeness rather than
providing a cure to insomnia.
While the "observational" style
of documentary calls for a certain
detachment, the net result was a
confused audience which was
more than evident when one
woman in the audience called out
"Thaf s it?" as the credits started
to roll. We all sympathized and
appreciated her honesty and left
searching for caffeine to wake us
back up.
So, what is the significance
of "45365?" The answer is a
mystery. It acts more like a
qualitative study than a cinematic
masterpiece. However, it would
certainly provide an interesting
sociological conversation on
ubiquitous human nature.
The next film in the series, "Step
Up to the Plate," will be playing
in Wygal theatre on Wednesday,
Oct. 23 at 7 p.m.

It is a happy Thanksgiving with
two close families celebrating the
holiday together until the two
youngest girls, Joy and Anna, ask
to go play outside. Finding an KV,
the two girls begin to play on it
before they disappear. The frantic
parents and one determined
detective, who solves all of his
cases, begin the search for these
two girls, but the more time that
passes, the less likely the girls
will be found alive.
Anna's father, Keller Dover
(Hugh Jackman) will go to any
length to find his daughter, even
if it means he will end up in jail.
When searching for the girls,
Detective Loki (Jake Gyllenhaal)
finds the body of a man who
supposedly
has
kidnapped
children before and a different
man who is obsessed with mazes,
but how is it all connected?
The story centers on Dover
and Loki, but the audience gets

a broad view of both families
and the other characters, as well.
All the actors did an incredible
job embodying their characters.
They didn't seem like actors, but
rather, they seemed like people
who were actually experiencing
these events.
Gyllenhaal is a great cop who
keeps his cool most of time, but
when frustrated and invested
with the case, he becomes
emotional and makes some
fatal mistakes. No matter what,
though, he is dedicated to finding
the girls.
Alex Jones (Paul Dano) becomes
the first suspect in the case. The
girls are last seen playing on his
KV, which disappears right after
them. The problem is, though,
that he has the IQ of a 10 year old.
When the detective goes to
Jones' house, he discovers that
he lives with his aunt (Melissa
Leo) who is also just a little off.
Leo is amazing in her role as the
faithful aunt who lost her son
and husband.
When Jones is released, Dover

is still convinced that he is the
man that took his daughter.
Using drastic measures, he is
determined to go to any extent
to find out what happened to the
girls.
Franklin Birch (Terrence
Howard), Joy's father, becomes
conflicted between the desire to
find his daughter and not let his
friend go off the deep end to get
them back. Howard displayed
this conflict flawlessly; both he
and Jackman were the perfect
example of grieving fathers who
would do anything for their
children.
"Prisoners" is a puzzle for the
audience to figure out as they
watch along with the characters,
but if you pay close attention, you
can find clues and discover who
the culprit is before the movie
reveals it. Dozens of people
enter into the suspect pool, but
when you think its one person,
suddenly it turns out you were
wrong and the suspect becomes
another person.
If you are looking for a happy

feel good movie, then this is the
wrong movie to go see. Although,
the audience does not see all'that
the girls go through, there are
still graphic scenes involving
the parents and the horror that
they go through to find their
daughters.
This movie receives four stars
from me. Although, the acting
was fabulous, there was an
excess of offensive language
when it was not necessary, and
the movie lagged in some parts
where there could have been
more action.
This is a movie that needs to be
watched multiple times in order
for the audience to completely
grasp everything that happens
and all the little connections
between things.
If you have seen the trailer do
not worry, it does not even give
half the plot line away because
the movie goes much deeper
than what is originally presented.
Even with these faults, I still
highly recommend this movie as
an exciting puzzle and thriller.

The Viewing World Braces Itself for the
'Breaking Bad' Series Finale Next Week
BEN STEMBRIDGE

Contributor
After several weeks of what
will be known as the most
dynamic season of TV's most
twisted show "Breaking Bad,"
the world mentally prepares
itself for the series finale. This
past Sunday, Sept. 22, AMC
aired the penultimate episode
of "Breaking Bad," which was
wrought with drama, horror and
crime. Being bombarded with
terrifying plot developments,
fans have been in a perpetual
state of shock and awe for weeks.
Touted as one of history's most

Message from the Longwood
University Police Department
Longwood University Police Department
Abbreviated list of Lost and Found Property
Contact: 434-395-2091
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well received shows, "Breaking
Bad" has horrified us with
some of the most addictive and
shocking plot lines on television.
Since the airing of the past
several episodes, fans of the
show have been saturated with
absolute awe as former meth
kingpin Walter White comes
under serious pressure as his
criminal alter ego is revealed to
many parties.
Now, after the penultimate,
"Heisenberg" is alone and on the
run from the Drug Enforcement
Agency with a bone to pick with
fellow members of the criminal
underground.
Over the past several weeks,
Vince Gilligan, the creator of the
popular program, has dictated
the emotions of the nation with
the stressful dynamics of the
show. With Skyler White, Waifs
conflicted wife and accomplice,
being forced to divulge to Walter,
Jr. that his formerly kind and.
innocent father is a meth cook
turned murderer, tensions were

at an all-time high in and around
the White family.
One of the most talked about
scenes among followers of the
show was the jaw dropping
confrontation between Hank
Schrader and Todd Alquisf s
neo-Nazi Uncle Jack.
Occurring across two episodes,
the suspense of the situation led
to a viral online panic with social
networks such as Twitter and
Facebook being overrun with the
antics of anxious fans.
The next week, the nation
watched petrified as Walter's
DEA
agent
brother-in-law,
"ASAC Schrader" was gunned
down by Jack.
Fan favorite Jesse Pinkman has
been in everyone's thoughts as
the reformed and talented meth
cook has been captured by Jack
and his band of outlaws. Being
forced to return to the meth
business under the threat that,
if he does not, Todd will bring
harm to people he cares about,
Jesse is in a terrible situation, and

it is unknown what will happen
to him during the finale.
Jesse's state of mind can be
described as despondent at best,
as so many horrible things have
transpired in the past weeks. In
an effort to hurt Jesse, blaming
him for the death of Hank, Walt
reveals that he watched Jesse's
old flame, Jane, overdose on
heroin and did nothing to save
her. Out of spite and hate, Walt
spirals Jesse into a maelstrom
of grief, which was topped
off with his former girlfriend,
Andrea being killed by Todd,
as punishment for an escape
attempt.
"Breaking Bad" has horrified,
intrigued
and
joyously
entertained us for years to the
point where many fans won't
know what to feel when it's gone.
With some of the most incredible
writing, acting and directing to
ever be aired on television, it
will be a shame to see such an
amazing program draw to a close
this coming Sunday on AMC.
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- Flower handbag, pink and yellow, contains math book and
calculator
- Assorted rings
- Various sunglasses
- Various house keys/ Car keys/ Longwood room keys with and
without lanyards
- Clothes, hoodies, hats
- Notebooks and binders
- Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority sweatshirt
- Headphones
"Breaking Bad" will air Its season finale on Sunday, Sept. 29 on AMC at 9:00 p.m.
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DVD Releases this Week: Superheroes, Doctors and Families
JESSICA G O DART

A&E Editor
'Iron Man 3" - The most intense story
in the "Iron Man" trilogy. As Tony
becomes more involved in his own
Iron Man suit than he does his real
life, his relationships and family are
put in jeopardy when the Mandarin
attacks his home. Now abandoned in
die middle of nowhere with only a
young boy as a friend, Tony must find
his way back to Pepper and rebuild
not only his suits, but himself as well.
(Robert Downey Jr., Guy Pearee,
,, Gwyneth Pal trow, Don Cheadle)

"Redemption" - A deeper
look at the canners (the
men and women who live
off of redeemed bottles
and cans collected from the
streets) of New York City.
This documentary focuses
on them and the rough and
harsh lives that they suffer
through. The film looks at
them through an intimate
and post-industrial view,
(no listed cast)

Also on DVD This Week
Movies:
"Unfinished Song"
"The Kings of Summer"
"Something in die Ail"
TV Shows:
"2 Broke Giris: Second Season"
'Tamily Gay: Volume Eleven"
"Modern Family: Season Foui"
"South Park: Season Sixteen"
"Hawaii Five-O: The Third
Season"
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Are Your Smartphone Apps Really Useful or Just Wasting Time?
KIRA ZIMNEY

Contributor
Does anyone even remember
a time when they didn't own an
iPhone or Smartphone? For those
of you who still refuse to give in
to the Smartphone world, read
t>n.
Many people may not realize it;
but it seems that we are in an age
where we are being taken over
by the iPhone. For instance, why
should we jump at the chance to
download the new iOS 7 as soon

as the iPhone says we should?
Why can't we have any say in
when we choose to download the
new speedy update? Personally, I
have not even figured out when
(and if) I want to forgo the update
any time soon.
This past week, many students
dealt with the downloading of
Apple's new operating system,
iOS 7, despite the amount of time
it took.
One of my friends, however,
like most, did get the download
over and done with early on. Her
thoughts on choosing the update

Pros and Cons of
Online Dating
relationship is still ongoing. In
both
interviews, I changed their
Contributor
names for their protection.
Karen was head over heels in
I never could fully
love
with a guy she dated online
understand
how
someone
for
two
years. After two years
could fall head over heels with
of
dating,
he finally came to the
someone without ever meeting
tates
for
them
to meet and she
them, let alone never hearing
happily
invited
him to stay in
their voice. Do you believe you
her
home.
After
two nights of
could ever fall in love with
staying
with
her,
he
decided that
someone you have never seen
the
relationship
wasn't
working
face to face? How could you go
for
him.
on for months to years with the
He then up and left and she
constant notion of having not
was
left heart broken. However,
met in person?
after
she moved on from him,
The common excuse from
she
tried
online dating again,
Internet daters, "I don't have
and
that
experience repeated
access or own a webcam," is
itself.
probably 95 percent a lie. You
In my second interview, Jackie
may only have a few pictures of
met
this wonderful girl on
them, if the pictures are really
Tumblr
about a year and half
them.
ago.
Jackie
and Crystal both live
You could find yourself
on
opposite
sides of the country.
thinking, "Is my Internet love
The
relationship
started slowly
real? Am I being cat fished?"
but
then
picked
up
two months
You feel torn because if they're
after
they
met.
not who they say they are, then
They began talking more and
who are they?
more
and developed an open
MTV show, "Catfish," starring
relationship.
They made an
Nev Schulman and Max
agreement
that
they could date
.Joseph, exposes these "puppet
other
people
but
they both knew
masters." I call them puppet
in
the
end
they
would come
masters because they are good
back
to
each
other.
at manipulating others.
As their feelings grew for
I don't understand how some
each
other, they became jealous
people can fall into this trap. The
of
each
other's relationships
warning signs are right there. I
and
decided
to pursue a long
believe in love and how it can be
distance
relationship.
They now
blind, but not that blind. Now,
Skype
every
night
and
hope to
I will admit that some stories
move
to
Georgia
together
after
online turn out to have happy
college.
However,
before
that
endings, but based off what we
happens,
Jackie
plans
,
to
meet
hear and have seen on TV, that
face to face with Crystal this
is very rare.
summer for the first time
I interviewed two people that
While online dating can often
have tried online dating and
be
risky, occasionally, it can
have continued to utilize online
work
out for those involved.
dating services. One case ended
Just
watch
out for those catfish!
in heartbreak, and the other
JANAE JONES

this past week was that she
wanted to see the new features
it had. She also said, "Everyone
else was getting it, so why not?"
Also, many people figure
they'll get the updated iPhone 5S
sometime and want to be familiar
with the new phone.
On another note, do we really
use all the Apps we have stored
in our iPhones? They sit there,
blocking the full image of our
background picture, but do we
actually use them all? Most of us
probably do not yet somehow
we can't seem to find the strength

to delete them.
Take me, for example; I
currently have 30 Apps on my
phone. While that may seem like
a lot (at least for me), 22 of them
are the standard Apps given to
us, like the calculator, compass,
settings, notes, iTunes and maps.
Most of the ones we cannot
delete seem like they just take up
a small square on the race of our
phone.
As for the ones I downloaded,
the total eight Apps I refuse
to delete are mostly for
entertainment purposes: things

KELYNN KEEGAN

Asst Opinion Editor
I hate treadmills. From the
dissatisfaction of not traveling
any actual distance to the din
of florescent lights, there's just
something about pounding
the rubber tread that leaves
a workout feeling more like
punishment.
The thought of spending the
winter months locked on the
abysmal machine is enough
to drive any outdoor running
enthusiast insane, so for this
week's seven days I decided
to explore the different fitness
classes Longwood offers in
hopes of finding a workout
more enjoyable than the human
hamster-wheel.
The first two days of my
venture into the world of fitness
classes were cardio-heavy, as I
figured it would be the easiest
adjustment from my usual
pattern of running and biking. It
was not.
The fast-paced combinations
set to heart-pumping music in
Kick-boxing class resulted in a
few self-inflicted elbows to the
face, and the equally rapid pace
of lifting and squatting in Body
Pump left me waddling on my
weak legs for days.
It was a blast. While the
workouts were some of the most
challenging I'd ever tried, there
was an unspoken camaraderie
between all of the class attendees
that made pushing through that
much easier (read: it's okay to
sweat a lot when everybody's

dripping).
Perhaps the most motivating
aspect of the classes, though,
was the instructors; through the
physical pain and fatigue of the
class, they remained unfailingly
positive, and brought contagious
energy that the class seemed to
feed on as we reached the last
few sets.
The remaining days, I tried to
focus on core toning. First I tried
the Ab Attack class, and in just
thirty short minutes, realized the
name should be read more as a
warning than a cute moniker.
The constant contracting of
my abdominal muscles was
both empowering, knowing
how good of a workout it was,
and frightening, knowing how

Your Side of the Bed

My love is a poison
Its starting to swallow me whole
I will smoke the pain away
And sleep on your side of the bed
You still tell me that you love me
And I keep hanging on by threads
But I fear we are a drownin
And I'm sleeping on your side of the bed
I will not be a helpless lamb
When it finally hits the end
I will move in my own way
And sleep on my own side of the bed

difficult getting out of bed
the next day would be (it was
brutal).
Thinking i f d be a bit of a
break from the intensity of the
previous classes, I headed into
Zumba, only to face just how out
of shape I really was.
My strict adherence to running
and biking had apparently
left many muscles neglected,
which became apparent to all
in attendance when my attempt
to follow the Latin-style dance
moves ended up looking like a
baby deer learning to walk. Once
again, however, the instructors
of both classes brought explosive
energy to the workouts, making
it easy to push through and, dare
I say, enjoy the experience.

Props to:

+ Big sweaters
+ Sperry Footwear
+ Sour gummy worms
+ Free merchandise
+ Rock the Block Wrecking Ball
• ¡OS 7
• Student Union Front
Office

Taking these classes
enlightened me to a world of
possibility; while running can be
enjoyable, there's just something
about sweating with strangers
that brings a whole new level
of energy and fun to a workout,
and arguably makes one push
harder than they would working
out solo.
I've certainly never hurt after
a few miles the way Body Pump
left my muscles wasted...in
a good way. The classes also
worked more muscle groups
than running or biking alone did,
and having them weekly makes
it easier to plan and commit to
working out. Most importantly,
it beat running on a treadmill.

Drops to:

PR0PS&
DROPS

-White pants
-All nighters
•Bandeaus as shirts
-Fake tans
-Lanyards around
your neck
-Losing your ID
•Failing to find a
decent parking spot

Politics Club Corner:
ä
i
The Issue of Censorship on Television
almost insulting because it is as
if die programmers are lacking
a trust in die general population
and their ability to comprehend
Have you turned on the
intelligent programming.
television lately? The most
"Modem Family* is incredibly
successful programs to date are
successful;not only is it
shows like "Keeping Up with the
hysterically
funny,
it is also smart
Kardaahians," "Duck Dynasty,"
and
heartfelt.
"Jersey Shore" and "Here Comes
"The West Wing" is often
Honey Booboo."
viewed
as one of the best
| will never criticize people for
television
shows of all time, and
being interested and entertained
it
served
as a way to educate
by reality television. Personally,
people
on
the inner workings of
I can't resist a good season of
politics.
It
was
also just good TV"Real Housewives of Beverly
There have been excellent
Hills;" however, there needs to
be | return of quality television television series that have been
cancelled. A great example of
on cable. M H H M p j
Yes, these people are compelling, this would be "Firefly," The
but there are compelling dramas show is quite possibly the most
as well. I contend that if network lamented canceled television
television channels didn't have show, but it was expensive and
to succumb to censorship and under advertised so those who
they didn't have to waste money would have been interested did
on terrible game shows like not watch it.
Another reason why good
"The Voice" and "America's Got
television
doesn't exist is because
Talent," there would be quality,
of
censorship,
that organizations
entertaining and
intelligent
like
Parents
Television
Council
programming.
perpetuate. Groups like this
The reason why these shows
often usurp the personal liberties
stay around is because they are
they so strongly advocate. They
cheap, or so they say. The most
have taken away the chance
recent winner of "America's
for intelligent and provocative
Got Talent" won $1 million.
programming
because
of
Can you imagine what die
someone's "values."
network could have done with
I understand that people don't
$1 million? They could have
want
their little 4 year old Bobby
made a fantastic new drama
to
flip
through die channels
with a compelling storyline with
and
suddenly
see pornography
1 little bit of Intelligence, but
everywhere.
|
w w i l ^ M M s television l i

Columnist

I don't wanna see them eyes
I don't wanna hear your songs
I don't wanna know your name
But I still sleep on your side of the bed

an array of downloaded game
Apps (Temple Run, Angry Birds,
Words with Friends, etc.) to play
any time.
However, there are also helpful
Apps like calorie counters or
MapMyRun or even Beginners
in Languages.
So in short, let this help you
consider the time you spend on
your phone and what you do
with that time.
Hopefully, this article has added
to your awareness of the amount
of Apps you have and use.

Seven Days: Adventures in Campus
Recreation's Group Fitness Classes

EMILY WILKINS

ANONYMOUS

like Snapchat, Twitter, Instagram,
Pinterest, Pandora and other
radio station Apps. These are
Apps that I don't necessarily
need but enjoy using.
When it comes to downloading
Apps, I am generally practical
about it, trying not to keep the
ones I will not use often. I try to
just keep the ones I like to use,
however useless they may be
(Twitter, I'm talking to you).
However, many of my friends
and others App users store
many different Apps and use
them more often. Others have

However. there is a little bit of
personal responsibility required
there too. Little Bobby doesn't
need to be flipping through
the channels unattended. Little
Bobby's parents should probably
pay closer attention and should
nave some control over Little
Bobby.
Censorship is important in
order to keep certain things such
as ignorance «aid racist rhetoric
off the air., i but waft § | no one
censors Fox News! Where is the
Family Values group to keep
ignorant values from getting
into Little Bobby's head? No
one censors Glenn Beck from
spreading hatred and ignorance,
o u t v*e should definitely run
"True Blood" off the air.
Thip may not seem like a
political issue, but it is i«*Uy
indicative of a greater problem in
American culture.
We have,* g r a liistory of
Puritanism in this country and it
permeates every part ofit* Itiere
will always be a group that wants
to push their betted* on others by
taking sway the rights of others.
If talking about this type of
issue interests you, please come
to Politics d u b on Fridays at i
p.m. in Ruffner 256.
.
£

77ns editorial is an opinion stated by
the writer and ides not represent the
vHews of The Rotunda or Umgumi
University.

Women's Soccer Loses Close One at Home
HUNTER COSTLEY

Contributor
The LU women's soccer team
took on the Dukes from James
Madison University (JMU)
Sunday night at the Athletics
Complex in Farmville, losing
a close contest by a 2-0 score.
Throughout the majority of the
match, it was a tightly contested
defensive game. In the first
women's soccer matchup ever
between these two teams, both
goals by JMU came at about
the midpoint of the second half
within just two minutes of each
other.
Longwood Head Coach Todd
Dyer wanted his team to be the
aggressors early on and try to
create some chances on goal,
but LU wasn't able to get much
going during the first half. After
one half of play, JMU held a
three-shot advantage over LU,
5-2.
"Coming into the game we
were going to try and win it.
We weren't going to just sit back
and absorb pressure and keep
it close and steal a goal. We
were going to pressure them
and push forward," Dyer said.
"In the first half, defensively we
did everything we needed to do.
They threatened a few times, but
it was one of those bend don't
break situations; so defensively I
thought we were covered.
"Offensively [there was] not a
whole lot going on, but we got
into the locker room at halftime,
made a few adjustments and
basically just focused on being

a little more efficient in the front
half."
LU did just that to start the
second half creating some
chances and attempting to put
some pressure on the Dukes'
defense.
Senior midfielder /forward
Kelsey Pardue put a good ball
into the box off a corner kick
in the 46th minute, but it was
deflected over the crossbar and
out of bounds. Two minutes
later, junior midfielder/forward
Kelsey McDonald put a good
cross in from the right side of the
box, but it was also kicked up
and over the crossbar.
Neither team threatened much
again until JMU scored the go
ahead goal at 65:26. Sydney
Braun-McLeod took advantage
of a tiring Lancer defense when
she got behind the back line
for LU and took control of an
aerial through ball. She then
dribbled in from the left of the
box and scored on an attractive
shot into the upper corner of the
net, over the outstretched arms
of graduate goalkeeper Shelby
Hall.
"On the first goal, the ball just
got behind our back's head, and
I was going to qub her and as
she came off the field I told her
I should have done that sooner;
thaf s on me," Dyer said. "Thaf s
all it was, she had tired legs, the
ball got over her head and thaf s
what led to the first goal."
Less than two minutes later,
JMU struck again. At 67:17
Meghan Cox scored on a header
off a beautiful corner kick from

Sam Lofton to push the lead
to two. Dyer on the final goal
said, "[The] second goal was a
set piece and their girl just out
jumped our girl."
LU tried to answer late in
the game but was unable
to get anything to go. Junior
midfielder/forward had a good
shot on goal in the 71st minute,
but JMU goalkeeper Ellen Forrest
made a great leaping save to
snuff out the attempt.
Freshman Gina DOrazio had
one final good look when she
took a shot from inside the left
of the box in 87th minute. The
ball deflected off a JMU player
towards the top of goal but
just barely missed hitting the
crossbar.
"Basically in the final third of
the field they had players that
made a difference and had an
impact in the game; I thought we
had some really good chances,
especially late that just didn't
go in for us," Dyer said. "Goals
make all the difference in the
world; they got theirs no matter
how they came and we just
couldn't quite finish in front of
the net.
"We got there; we had a good
look at it we just couldn't knock
it in."
That match ended nonconference play for the Lancers
in 2013. They will put their 1-5-2
record on the line Sept. 25 at
the Athletics Complex at 7 p.m.
against the 3-4-1 Chanticleers
of Coastal Carolina in their Big
South opener.

Men's Soccer Opens Conference Play with Draw
KAYLA FRANKLIN

Staff Reporter
On Monday, the LU men's
soccer team, after 90 vividly
aggressive and well-balanced
minutes of regulation, and two
minutes of overtime, tied the
High Point Panthers (2-4-1,0-0-1
Big South) 2-2 in their first Big
South Conference game of the
season.
Despite this being a rescheduled
game due to the rain on
Saturday, both teams were more
than prepared to play, and play
exceedingly well.
High Point was a tough
opponent as well as the first
conference game of the season.
When asked how to prepare
for such ft game, head coach
Jon Atkinson said, "The
important thing for our guys
is knowing that this was our
first [conference] game, that we
were starting 0-0. This is really
when the season starts, so i f s
important to get off to a good
start; taking on a strong High
Point team at home is not the
easiest start in the conference
but it was a great test for our
guys."
As the two teams eagerly
started the first half, Longwood
(1-3-2, 0-0-1 Big South) was the
first to score in the 12th minute
of the game with a sensational
goal off a rebound to the top
right corner by sophomore
midfielder Rhys Cairns. Junior
forward Anthony Ugorji crossed
it in the right direction.
With a 1-0 lead over the

Mike Dun (4) celebrates when he scores In the
54th minute against High Point on Monday.

Panthers, the Lancers defended
well against the pressure of
the HPU offense and equaled
their aggressive style of play.
However, in the 22nd minute,
High Point forward Mamadee
Nyepon scored to tie the game
1-1.

The second half started
similarly to the first with a goal
in the 54th minute by Longwood
sophomore defender Mike Durr,
making the score 2-1. Durr
scored on a header off of Cairns
corner.
LU did a tremendous job
maintaining their lead over the
Panthers by playing smart and
thinking ahead, as well as being
aware of who was open on the
field with persistent passing.
In the last two minutes of
the game, High Point forward
Nyepon scored his second with
2:03 to go, assisted by midfielder

Photo By: SWf Photographer Laura Ctoto

Pat Shelton, to tie the game at 2.
High Point out-shot Longwood
3-1 in both overtime frames,
but found themselves unable to
move the net behind freshman
keeper, Carlos Canas.
"It was just important tonight
that we competed admirably in
order to earn the right to get
a result. That was die biggest
difference. I think the attitude,
the hunger and the desire shown
from the guys translated to
good performances," an upbeat
Atkinson said.
"I think we put High Point on
the back foot for good parts of the
game and [we] probably count
ourselves a little bit unlucky not
to get all three points today," he
added.
Longwood will be away at
UNC Greensboro on Saturday
to take on the Spartans at 7 p.m.

Men's Basketball Schedule Released, Home Game Against Liberty on Jan. 22
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
The 2013-14 LU men's
basketball schedule was released
last week. It features 31 regular
season games, including 16 Big
South games and 14 games in
WUlett Hall.
The Lancers open with two
road games on Nov. 9 at South
Carolina and Nov. 12 at Texas
Christian.
"I think it adds to your
preparation in the preseason,
knowing you're going to
open up against high-level
opponents," said first-year Head
Coach Jayson Gee in a telephone
interview Monday. The team will

then return to Virginia for their
home opener on Saturday, Nov.
16 against Division II Mars Hill
College at 5 p.m. The Division
I home opener will be against
Brown on Nov. 22 at 7 p.m.
For Thanksgiving Break,
Longwood will head north for
the Barclays, Center Classic.
They visit Penn State on Nov. 24
and St. John's on Nov. 26 before
going to West Long Branch,
N.J. for a two-game set against
North Carolina A&T, an NCAA
Tournament team from last year,
on Nov. 29 and either Monmouth
or Mississippi Valley State on
Nov. 30.
"We play the season in
three stages: number one, the

preseason, which [is full of] outof-conference games. Season two
for us is our conference games,
and season three is the conference
tournament. Everything you
do in the preseason and regular
season is designed to prepare
you for the postseason," Gee
said.
He added, "I think i f s a
tournament-type schedule in
that we play Friday at home vs.
Brown and Penn State, St. John's
and the weekend at Monmouth
... for that purpose, I think ifs a
great trial run for us."
On Dec. 4, the Lancers play
WVU Tech at home and host
Eastern Kentucky three days
later. After a break for finals

week, they host Bluefield State on
Dec. 14 and Virginia Intermont
on Dec. 17.
After that, they begin a fourgame road swing at Dartmouth
(Dec. 21), Ohio (Dec. 30) and
Louisiana Tech (Jan. 4) before
opening conference play at VMI
on Jan. 8.
After visiting the Keydets, they
host Campbell on Jan. 11 before
playing at High Point on Jan. 15
and Radford on Jan. 18.
The Lancers don't play more
than two straight games at
home or on the road in January,
February and March.
The rematch from Longwood's
102-101 win over Liberty in
Willett Hall last year is on Jan.

22 at 7 p.m.
Gee added, "I think the number
one thing we have to establish
this year is relevancy ... The way
you do that is you establish some
sort of home-court dominance.
When those teams come in to
our house, we've got to let them
know that's our house. When
we go on the road and compete
against those teams, they have to
know they're in for a fight."
After the Liberty game,
Longwood travels to Charleston
Southern on Jan. 25 before
hosting Gardner-Webb on Jan.
29 and UNC Asheville on Feb. 1.
Road games at Presbyterian
(Feb. 5) and Coastal Carolina
(Feb. 8) precede a home game

against Winthrop on Feb. 12.
Three of their final four Big
South games are in Farmville vs. Radford (Feb. 19), vs. High
Point (Feb. 22), at Liberty (Feb.
25) and Senior Day against VMI
on March 1.
If the Lancers do not get a
first-round bye in the conference
tournament (which requires
finishing first or second in'
the North Division), they will
start tournament play on the
university's 175th birthday on
March 5.
The quarterfinal round is on
March 7 with the semifinal and
final taking place on March 8 and
9, respectively.

STUDENT VALUE MENU!
All items specially priced for students...
Choose from the following:

www.dominos.com
434 392 3000

Medium two topping pizza
Large one topping pizza
Any two bread products
Any Artisan pizza

each only

$7.99

Become a fan on Facebook to hear about our weekly specials:

Domino's Pizza - Farmville, Virginia...

and WELCOME BACK1

Rock tHe Block
New Changes with Rock the Block
Continued from Page 1
Eric Wulff, a local employee
in Blackstone, said that this
year looked and seemed more
crowded than years past. Other
people mentioned it, as well.
There were long lines for small
carnival rides and games with
the chances to win bouquets
of roses and other fun prizes.
The mechanical bull was a
hit, as were new added food
trucks, as well as a young man
walking around with his pet, a
very colorful parrot that thrilled
visitors of all ages.
Among the many different
businesses
present
were
Sunchase Cinema 8, Sweet Frog,
Awesome Party Supplies &
Event Rentals, Rochette's Florist
and Yardscapes & Gifts.
"Yardscapes & Gifts can do a
little bit of everything. They can
do landscaping for you, and they
sell mulch and other decorations
for your yard, such as flowers.
They can also sell gift items,"
stated Morgan, an employee at
Yardscapes & Gifts.
They have been participating
at Rock the Block for four out of
the five years it has been going
on.
"We only missed last year,
but decided to come back this
year because we've heard about
how much it has grown, and
we also liked the fact that it was
on Parent's Weekend," Moigan
said.
They not only had business
venues, but they also had games
and activities for all to participate

in. They had activities like the
Orbitron and a money machine.
The money machine did not
give out real money, but it was
fake money that you could
then redeem for certain prizes,
including small ducks that were
incredibly popular, inflatable
guitars and animals, and three
large prizes that were won very
quickly.
There was also a wrecking
ball game; it was as simple as it
sounds but very fun.
Near the money machine and
mechanical bull was an exercise
group who called themselves
CrossFit.
It was a way to encourage
people to exercise. They had
different stations for you to do,
including everything from jump
ropes to climbing stairs.
This group was also very active
throughout the event, blaring
music that kept the tempo high
in the corner near the bank.
Another fun ride was called
Log Slammer. "All participants
have to stand on stumps, and the
logs twirl around, and they have
to run, jump or do whatever they
have to do [in order to] avoid
the logs," said Diane, the line
monitor for the Log Slammer.
There was also face painting,
comhole games and even a puttputt green. There was the new
element of the food trucks that
offered funnel cakes and other
carnival foods! Farmville Sweet
Shoppe was giving out cotton
candy.

The food this year "was set up
much better" said senior Casey
Doerfler, who spent the event
walking around and getting
signatures for her internship for
the Student Alumni table.
This year, students had the
chance to go to different stations
sponsored
by
ARAMARK
Dining Services. This made
the lines much more tolerable,
according to Doerfler.
Also, after grabbing your
food and beating long lines, you
could have a seat on the lawn
and listen to the two bands that
were performing.
They both made reappearances
from last year's Rock the Block.
Their names were Against Grace,
which was the opening act, and
Snackbar Jones, who was the
headliner band.
Rock the Block is a great event
that brings Longwood students
together with the Town of
Farmville. It is fun for all ages,
and this year was the starting
point for a year of celebrations
for Longwood 175.
Last Friday was a night of fun,
learning about opportunities
and a way for both the students
and the businesses to get their
names promoted to each other.
The businesses started packing
up around 8:30 p.m., and
when the clock struck 9:00,
the celebration was brought
to a close with a spectacular
fireworks show.

Kropf

Miss Betty takes a moment to pose with Mary Constantino, Victoria Neisius and Hadiya Saleem at the entrance to the.
picnic area during Rock the Block.

Alpha Sigma Tau sisters explore
the variety of booths and activities

By: Photo Editor Mka Kropf
Rock the Block attendees play a round of mini golf
at one of the various booths.

Richmond and Newport News
Bands Come for Rock the Block
mix between Jack's Mannequin
and Blink-182."
Contributor
The band also has a CD out
entitled "This is Your Story,"
On Friday, Sept. 20 the annual
named after one of their selfRock the Block event hosted
proclaimed favorite songs. It is
two live bands as the musical
also their most popular hit, and
entertainment for the evening.
they have made a music video
Kicking off the night at 5:45,
that can be viewed on YouTube.
students, faculty and family
Along with their YouTube
welcomed the members of
channel,
Against Grace's online
Against Grace to the stage, who
presence
includes
Twitter,
performed until around 7:30.
Instagram
and
Facebook
Originating from Richmond,
accounts. They also have their
Va, Against Grace is made up
own website, AgainstGrace.com.
of three members. They have
At 7:45 it was time for the
performed at venues across
second
band, Snackbar Jones, to
Virginia before coming to
take
the
stage. College campuses
Longwood University. With
were
nothing
new to this band,
a set list that included covers
though,
as
they frequently
of popular songs by Coldplay,
perform
at
college
functions and
Augustana and Kings of Leon,
fraternity
parties
across
Virginia.
Against Grace appealed to the
The
four-person
band
traveled
in
wide variety of people in the
from
Newport
News
to
deliver
a
audience. Rock the Block took
show
to
Farmville.
place on the first day of Family
"The bands were definitely
Weekend, so family members
something
different," said junior,
were also in attendance.
Brittney Baker. "I only got to see
Gathered on the hill beside the
Against Grace but they were
stage, students sat with friends
pretty good. Their covers [were]
to watch the performances.
fun to listen to, especially 'Stacy's
Freshman
Kate
Coleman
Mom/"
described Against Grace as "a
KAYLA BALDINO

(Left) Wes Tatum, lead singer of Against Grace, a rock band based out of Richmond, Va., rocked the block for
two sets on Friday, Sept. 20. (Top Right) ARAMARK catered the event with carnival favorites, including cookies
on a stick, hot dogs, hamburgers and barbecue. (Bottom Right) Rock the Block was an interactive experience
between community businesses and students.
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Snackbar Jones was very
different from Against Grace in
that the songs they performed
were more popular picks,
including songs that are
currently on the radio. The
audience became more involved
as the evening continued.
Their style stayed consistent,
giving popular songs a new
twist. Performing songs by
Imagine Dragons, Robin Thicke,
Florida Georgia Line and Daft
Punk, Snackbar Jones was very
relatable and had the audience
singing too.
Their website, Snackbarjones.
com, and Twitter account keep
fans informed of their upcoming
shows.
The two bands were different,
but it worked well for the
evening. Against Grace was a
good way to start off Rock thè
Block.
The soft rock and slower
songs provided a comfortable
atmosphere for people to walk
around, check out the booths
and eat dinner. SnackbaF Jones
added the energy to continue on
and finish off Rock the Block.
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Richmond based rock band, Against Grace, had Longwood University students and townspeople on their feet and dancing to their dance rock covers and originals at Rock the Block.
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The night ended at 9 p.m. with a vibrant fireworks display over the Longwood Landings.
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